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From the Editor…
We’re showing off our Coast Kids cover star this month
– congratulations to Luca, the winner of our cover star
competition that we held last year at the Surfers Paradise
Kids Weekend! What a star! We thought it was fitting to show
him off this month as we feature a gamut of talented GC kids.
There is certainly a new chill in the air so we are loading you
up with seasonal tips starting with winter workouts, and if you
are like me and last years jeans are hard to button up – you
may want to join in! Read on about how to manage dry skin and
treating your hair with more care as the winter months set in.
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It was V day at our house a few weeks ago, so now that his
wounds are healed my hubby Luke can open up about our decision
to wrap things up so to speak on the baby front now our family
is complete. Ladies, you will want to leave this page open for
your partner!
We embark on school holidays again so
if you are missing out on travelling to
the slopes and staying on the Coast this
winter break, be sure to check out school
holiday listing for heaps of fun ideas .
Happy days!
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editor@coastkidsgc.com.au

Cover  style…

Cover shoot:
took place at Rabbit + Cocoon, Miami
www.rabbitandcocoon.com
Cover Model:
Winner of our Kids Weekend Cover Star
Competition - Congratulations Luca!
Styling: Bec Watts
www.yummymummies.com.au
Photography: Julie Willis Photography
www.juliewillisphotography.com.au
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Contributors
Jeni Bone

Debbie Hogg

Features Editor

Life Skills

Jeni Bone has been writing professionally for
24 years, across newspapers, magazines, TV
and online media, covering business, lifestyle
and news, as well as in PR and marketing for
global brands and media for the Sydney 2000
Olympic Games. With hubby Carlton, she
does her best to raise Alex and Sophie with
inquisitive minds, a love of learning and sense
of community.

One of Australia's leading Coaches & ANZI
Coaching Coach of the Year 2010 - Debbie is
co-creator of 'Life Skills Programs' Social &
Emotional learning programs for parents, she
is passionate about 'Enriching the Lives of
Children' and is a specialist in family coaching.
Debbie is a trainer, NLP Master, author, mum
to two girls and is a spirited & passionate
coach who will encourage you to shine.
www.lifeskillsprograms.com.au
www.debbiehogg.com

Tanya Curtis

Behaviour Specialist,
Counsellor & Facilitator
Tanya founded Fabic (Functional Assessment &
Behavioural Interventions Clinic) in 2006 with
a vision to support people to Understand
& Change unwanted behaviours, whilst
simultaneously valuing each person's
uniqueness and individual strengths. Tanya is
the author of "Challenging Change, Behaviour
Strategies for Life", writes and presents
Behaviour Specialist DVDs, and has developed
online behaviour support programs.
www.fabic.com.au

Fe Taylor

Health & Wellbeing

Fe is the director of Leaps & Bounds Children's
Fitness Centre, Fe Taylor Fitness and also the
Children's Health & Wellbeing Expo, held
annually on the Gold Coast. Fe's health and
wellbeing programs are associated with the
GCCC Active & Healthy Program.
www.childrensfitnesscentre.com.au
www.fetaylorfitness.com

John Burchell

Jane Whittred
(Mrs Red) Art Projects
Jane has a Bachelor of Art under one arm,
a PG Diploma of Education under the other,
3 children and a hubby in one hand & a mini
farm in Gold Coasts hinterland in the other
hand. Jane owns Mrs Red's art room in Miami
and believes this business found her, mixing 2
degrees together and using these skills to open
an art room to teach both children and adults
visual art.
www.mrsredsartroom.com.au

Naturopath/Homeopath

John Burchell N.D Hom. R.M. C.I. is a proud
father of three children and has 25 years clinical
experience as a naturopath and homoeopath.
John practices at The Medical Sanctuary in
Benowa and has been practicing on the Gold
Coast since 2004 after moving here from
Victoria.
www.medsan.com.au

Anthony Sherratt

Daddy Diaries

Anthony Sherratt is a full-time stay-at-home
dad who juggles looking after his twin girls,
lecturing at university and contributing to a
variety of websites and publications. He's
finally thankful for his insomnia.
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Reviews

Apps

Check out this month’s new releases
and time saving apps.

Books

Angel of Fire Wendy Milton
Angel of Fire tells the story of a prickly, fiercely
independent boy who’s in hospital after being
hit by a truck. Zach Brinkley is resuscitated
but winds up on life support, unable to
communicate with anyone except some bizarre
visitors, including an irritating “winged thing”
called Astra and a set of scary twins, Milly &
Billy. The twins tell him that his being hit by the
truck was no accident! Someone is trying to kill
him? Who would want him dead? And why?
Angel of Fire is a lively, up-beat tale for young
readers who like action, quirky characters and a
good dose of humour.
Paw Print Publishing $14.95.

Fertility Friend Mobile
Free from iTunes, this little app can help you track your
cycle for trying to conceive or health purposes. The colourcoded fertility calendar can log your period, ovulation and
identify your fertile days.
FREE

Living from the Inside Out

Belinda Anderson
Pilates instructor, meditation teacher, mum and now
author, Belinda Anderson has written Living from
the Inside Out, a reference tool for people who want
to re-discover themselves and live a true, authentic
life regardless of their circumstances. It covers real
life and real issues that block happiness, speaking to
readers in a practical language that allows them to
digest, understand, and implement this vital message
in their lives: to be whole and balanced, your mind,
body, heart, and soul need to work in harmony with
one another. Taking care of them all equally is a
powerful step towards overall well-being.
More at www.livingfromtheinsideout.com.au
RRP $14.95.

Square Metre Gardening

Mel Bartholomew
After 30 years perfecting his methods, Mel
Bartholomew’s Square Metre Gardening shows
you how to grow an abundance of produce from
such a small space. No worrying about weeds
and fertilisers, no back breaking digging, just
an Earth-friendly approach to gardening. Grow
vegetables, salads, herbs, flowers. Grow on a
patio or balcony, in shade or sun, on a hillside or
slope no matter what space you have Square
Metre Gardening is for you.
Exisle Publishing, RRP$29.99.

Movie Giveaway
In June, that lovable rogue, Gru, his girls and his vast army
of minions return in the follow-up to the blockbuster 3D
CGI feature that grossed more than $540m worldwide.
Illumination Entertainment creates an all-new animated
adventure with the all-star voice cast returning to tell the
next chapter in the saga of this reformed (?) super-villain.
Coast Kids caught up with Agnes and asked her all about
having a dad like Gru.
What makes Gru a great dad?
He reads us stories. He helps me practise for my school
plays. And his bald head is so smooth that sometimes I
stare at it and imagine a little chick popping out. Peep peep
peep.
Do you like playing with the Minions?
They are the best! They are like uncles, brothers, and cousins
all rolled up into one. We play tea party and ballet and board
games. Everyone should have Minions.
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Do you want your dad to find a girlfriend?
I just want him to be happy. And if that includes going out
on a date and falling in love and getting married and me
being the flower girl, that would be great.
Do you like to play with Kyle?
I love doggies! He’s so fluffy! He always tries to run away,
but I know he really just wants a big squishy hug.
What is the best present you’ve ever received?
Gru dressing up as the fairy princess is the best present. I
could see on their faces that the other kids just loved it too.

Win…

We have 5 DESPICABLE ME 2 packs to give away,
each including: Family in-season movie pass, Sun
Hat, Beach Towel and T-Shirt.
To be in with a chance to win, enter online at
www.coastkidsgc.com.au

coast kids GC

Ken Duncan

Art brought to life
Photographer, Ken Duncan, whose
creative talents have captured enduring
images of the Australian landscape, has
just released many of his iconic images
via the new print on demand website,
ArtWorldPod.com.
In stunning detail, Ken Duncan’s images showcase some
of our most beautiful rural and coastal scenery, which
you can now enjoy forever in your home or office.
For the first time, Duncan’s photos can be reproduced
on canvas at custom-sizes at an affordable price (range
between $32 and $200).
You can customise the size of photographs to suit your
space, with exquisite image reproduction available at a
low cost on both paper and canvas prints. A range of
other images including AFL team memorabilia, nature,
cityscapes and vintage designs will also be available.
Unlike other standard offset printers that use fourcolours for image reproduction, ArtWorldPod uses
between eight and 10 colours to provide the maximum
colour gamut, with the ink life rated at 100 years in the
right conditions. Paper and waterproof canvas used are
of a high quality with a minimum thickness of 250gsm.
ArtWorldPod have a 100% satisfaction guarantee on
their superior, unique products that will last a lifetime.
More at www.artworldpod.com

Win

One lucky reader
will win this
magnificent print
valued at $200.
To enter, Go online to www.coastkidsgc.com.au and follow the competition links.

Call for your free
trial now!
07 5535 8640
Soccer for kids aged 18mths to 7 years

Build confidence, coordination & a sense
of belonging through imaginative play,
we’re not just about soccer!
Paradise Point • Pacific Pines • Southport
Carrara • Burleigh • Currumbin • Varsity Lakes
Ormeau and Upper Coomera

www.littlekickers.com.au

12 weeks &
Enroll for E uniform
get a FRE eek*.
+ 1 Free w
/6/13.

ages 2 1/2 to 5

s 30
Offer Expire

* Terms and conditions apply

Burleigh • Carrara • Elanora • Robina • Ashmore • Upper Coomera
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News…

Southport Yacht Club top for dining
Surfers Paradise Beach Picnic to
celebrate Queensland Week.
Head to Surfers Paradise Sunday 9 June as we celebrate
the anniversary of the independence of our great state
with the Surfers Paradise Beach Picnic for Queensland
Week.
There’s plenty of action for a great day of family fun with
choir performances from Surfers Paradise State School,
demonstrations from Surf Life Saving Queensland, live
entertainment from Aussie humourist Errol Gray, free
face painting, historical re-enactments and market stalls.
For the sports lovers, there will be free Backyard Beach
Cricket and Beach Volleyball competitions to join in with.
When you get hungry Surf Life Saving Queensland will
be providing a fair dinkum Aussie Beach BBQ, with all
gold coin donations going to the Club. So pack up the
family, bring your picnic blanket and celebrate everything
that’s great about Queensland with the Surfers Paradise
Beach Picnic!
More at www.surfersparadise.com

With its Broadwater aspect and family friendly approach,
Southport Yacht Club is now proud Winner of the Marina
Industries Association award for “Best Restaurant on a
Marina in Australia”.
Located on one of the most beautiful waterfronts
anywhere, the Club offers members and guests idyllic

Study reinforces link between diabetes &
daily soft drink consumption
Just one can of soft drink per day can increase your
risk of developing diabetes, according to the latest
and most comprehensive study of its kind. Since most
research on the evils of soda has looked at North
American populations, researchers at the Imperial College
of London wanted to see if they could establish a link
between sugary drink consumption and type 2 diabetes
in Europeans too
The European research found that drinking a 355ml (12
ounce) can of soft drink a day is associated with a 20%
increase in the risk of developing diabetes.

water’s edge dining, complete with kids’ menu. Mondays
and Tuesdays, kids eat for free lunch and dinner and the
menu is a palate pleaser for all the family – from steak
to seafood and seasonal chef’s specials. Southport Yacht
Club caters for corporate, private functions and wedding
receptions all year round.
More at www.southportyachtclub.com.au

So why is sipping just one small can of soft drink daily
so damaging to health? Sweetened drinks are the largest
contributor of empty calories and processed sugar in both
the American and European diet according to the Center
for Science in the Public Interest.
“Aside from sugar, there are nine other potentially
dangerous ingredients in soda, including carcinogenic
artificial colours and phosphoric acid, which can
contribute to everything from obesity to cancer to the
depletion of micronutrients essential for strong bones,”
observes Jayson Calton, co-author of Rich Food, Poor
Food, a book that explains the hidden dangers in food
and beverages.

How wiLL yoU Stay Fit ovER wintER?
Present this FREE pass to Fitness First Robina
and get a 7 day guest pass PLUS 7 days
FREE Play zone for the kids.
With an indoor heated swimming pool, Cardio
and Strength Gym and over 70 Group Fitness
classes why not come in and check it out.
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Call 5630 7501 for
more information.

Love
What we…

Coast Kids GC

Love

Jellystone Designs

Love

This range of silicone jewellery range is BPA free, phthalate
free and PVC free for mothers to keep their teething
babies soothed, making Jellystone Designs practical as
well as beautiful. The JChews range of chew toys is
being widely commended by occupational therapists
around the country who use the pieces for children on
the autism spectrum who require safe oral stimulation.
More at www.jellystonedesigns.com

AntiOx Chocolate
Vitality Brands’ AntiOx Chocolate and Snack Bars are high
in natural antioxidants that help boost immunity. AntiOx
Snack Bars and Chocolate are made with superfruits and
covered in 70% cocoa dark chocolate which is sugar-free
and sweetened naturally with stevia. In fact, an 80g block
of AntiOx chocolate has an antioxidant hit equivalent to
twelve cups of green tea! Available in the health section
of Woolworths, Coles, IGA stores and health food stores.
More at www.vitalitybrands.com/antiox

Join the Yvolution
Yvolution is an innovative, fun company offering a
funky new brand of wheeled products to kids, ranging
from toddlers to teens, and a fun fitness tool for adults too!.
Not only do these scooters provide hours of enjoyment, they also
help with the development of motor skills and balance as well as
encourage healthy outdoor fun.
More at www.yvolution.com

'Lil Fairy Doors
What a delight for the little fairy in your life! The 'lil Fairy Doors are proving
to be not only a beautiful way to inspire imaginative play in children, but
a tool for helping children through difficult childhood stages... it could be
sleeping through the night, potty training, moving schools or to a new
home. You can attach your special 'lil Fairy Door low on a wall, high on a
shelf or in another secret place inside your home. Once your Fairy Door is
attached, the fairies will know how to use it to come in and out. They only
come out at night, and are sometimes known to exchange notes and gifts
with well behaved children. Don't try and open your Fairy Door though...
only the fairies can open the door and it may scare them away if the door
is not treated with care and they have been know to leave little footprints
of fairy dust behind.
More at www.littlefairydoor.com
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Communication

Social
Stigma
Awash with information, adrift in a social
soup, the kids of today say they have no
time to discover their passions.

Words: Jeni Bone

They surf and check their sites and correspondence compulsively, tweet and instagram
their whereabouts and innermost thoughts to anyone, everyone. Four in five say they
haven’t found their passion in life. With more information at their fingertips than any
generation in history, today’s under 30s live their lives “a mile wide and an inch deep”
– meaning they have heard about a veritable plethora of topics, yet have little time to
devote to knowing much detail about anything.
That’s the picture that emerged from a national survey of almost 2,000 16 30-year olds,
commissioned by digital publisher Sound Alliance.
According to interviews and diaries kept by survey participants, as a group they suffer
from FOMO (the fear of missing out) and FONK (the fear of not knowing), which drives
them to constantly check their phones for Facebook, Instagram, Twitter feeds and new
emails and texts.
Just over half got their news from social media rather than TV or newspapers. Although
22% agreed with the statement that social media is a waste of time, 93% use Facebook
daily. This saturation of information is diluting their direction, with 80% of respondents
reporting they have not yet found a passion or purpose in life.
“They have so much information coming in through aggregation, principally Facebook,
that they are working very hard to keep up with the constant flow,” says Stig Richards,
creative director at Sound Alliance. “So they aren’t able to attribute time and energy
into specific passions, to the extent that maybe people could before social media was
so pervasive. The youth of today are living their lives one mile wide and one inch deep.”
So what will that mean for this generation, addicted to devices and unable to discriminate
between the value of online life and real life? We are more densely networked than ever,
and yet research suggests, we have never been lonelier (or more narcissistic).
Loneliness and being alone are not the same thing – solitude can bring peace, you can
feel isolated in a busy city block or crowded shopping centre – yet they are both on the
rise. We are gathering less, dropping out of clubs and community groups, preferring to
10 | Coast Kids GC

Loneliness and being alone are not the same
thing – solitude can bring peace, you can
feel isolated in a busy city block or crowded
shopping centre
shop online, worship in our own way, socialise with friends at a distance, and our bonds
within society are less meaningful. And while we gather friends from the past, or people
we barely know now, in terms of quality social connections, we say we just don’t have
the time, and perhaps we’ve lost the inclination?
In a recent US survey, the mean size of networks of personal confidants decreased from
2.94 people in 1985 to 2.08 in 2004. Similarly, in 1985, only 10% of people said they
had no one with whom to discuss important matters, and 15% said they had only one
such good friend. By 2004, 25% reported they had nobody to talk to, and 20% had only
one confidant.
No wonder we are turning to the online world for advice, some validation of belonging.
The UCLA Loneliness Scale asks a series of 20 questions that all begin with this
formulation: “How often do you feel…?” As in: “How often do you feel that you are ‘in
tune’ with the people around you?” “How often do you feel that you lack companionship?”
Measuring the condition in these terms, various studies have shown loneliness rising
drastically in just a decade – the most connected decade in history!
In 2010, an AARP survey found that 35% of adults older than 45 were chronically
lonely, as opposed to 20% just a decade earlier, and roughly 20% of people are unhappy
with their lives because of loneliness. Across the Western world, physicians, nurses and
professional carers refer to it as an epidemic of loneliness.

Qualified &
experienced
teachers

So what can we do to stay connected to the
real world and bridge the generation divide?
• Parents can close this gap by becoming social media savvy themselves, and by
providing guidance and setting limits on social media use by their tweens and teens.
• Keep up to date on social networking sites that appeal to different age groups.
• Social networking sites, such as Facebook, have an age restriction of 13 years
and older (though Facebook wants to lower this restriction). Social media experts
recommend that parents stick to the 13-year-old-and-over guideline.
• Set up your own Facebook account so you can “friend” your teen and monitor your
teen’s online activity.
• If your teen balks at having a parent for a “friend,” give her 24 hours to clean up
her Facebook account, then sit down together and go over her friends, photos, and
wall messages.
• Use your web browser’s History button to keep track of the websites your teen
visits.
• Make sure your teen uses privacy settings that limit access to who can view her
online profile.
• Have your teen limit friends to people she actually knows, not strangers; review her
friend list.

Don’t wait until the
last minute...
get your little one
ready for prep with
fun, interactive and
structured classes.

Small
groupS

(maximum
6 children)

Constant
feedback,
keeping you up
to date on your
child’s progress

EnsurE you providE
your child with a
solid foundation
for lEarning

Call 5535 4723 now
to help build a brighter
future for your child.

Exposure
to positive,
meaningful &
quality learning
experiences

WE alSo offEr tutorIng for prEp-yEar 12
Check us out at our NEW Educational Development Centre
at 1/22 Township Drive, Burleigh Heads

www.learningblockscentre.com.au

Developing
basic
academic
skills required
to start prep

Individualised
programs
building
confidence &
social skills

• Help your teen create a safe screen name that won’t reveal identifying personal
information, such as where she lives, gender, or age.
• Explain to your teen why some things, such as telephone numbers, addresses, and
financial information, should stay private.
• Teach teens to think twice before posting photos and videos; once they’re on the
web, they’re out there, perhaps forever.

NEW

• Teach teens to use appropriate language and be courteous online.
• Caution teens not to use sex talk and to advise you if anyone approaches them
inappropriately online, even if they know the person.
• Get out in the real world as a family, create traditions such as cycling each Saturday,
walking the dog after school, enjoying experiences that build character, form bonds
between family members and the community and raise self-esteem through
achievements: sport, volunteering, membership of a sporting group or Club.
• Screen time and meal time are not compatible – take a break and use the time
preparing food and enjoying it as a family to catch up on the day’s events, issues and
upcoming activities to look forward to.

On a brighter note, it’s not all bad news. A
study in Pediatrics (2011) revealed that teens
use social media in a positive way to:
• connect with people with shared interests
• learn about people with varied backgrounds
• enhance their creativity by sharing musical and artistic projects
• expand their ideas by creating blogs, videos, and podcasts
• collaborate on school projects outside of class
• raise money for charity
• volunteer for local charitable and political events
The Australian government site www.cybersmart.gov.au has tips and definitions for
all age groups.
DK 1611 MAG AD.indd 1
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Life skills

l
emotionea?
Baggag

How Heavy
Is Your Bag?
Words: Debbie Hogg

Just when we feel like we have that balance, happiness and
equilibrium we feel the weight of our emotional baggage that
impacts ourselves and our family. It may have been something
small that triggered it however it’s stirred a negative emotion
and we are in that place again!
You know that place, where we think we are emotionally worn out and we’ve burdened
ourselves with irrational beliefs and self-talk. People tell us it will be okay however
it seems to be a constant merry-go-round. We beat ourselves up inside and our
unconscious behaviour reflects directly on our loved ones; children get dismissed or our
tone will be unfairly harsh and our partner receives unfair repercussions of ‘our stuff’,
we feel confused and helpless.
Life is a journey and many of us travel through it weighed down with baggage from
past failures, regrets, hurts and guilt. The powerful weight of this baggage will zap our
energy, fun and happiness away from us. Negative emotional baggage will keep us tied
to the past, stopping us from moving forward and living the life we desire.

FREE
24/7

ACCIDENT
DENTAL
INSURANCE

Emotional baggage is an expression that integrates with many varied however similar
concepts within social sciences, self-help areas and other fields; its general concern is
with unresolved issues of an emotional nature, with the result being that the emotional
baggage is detrimental. As adults our emotional baggage can be created by previous
relationships, a common example is abuse either physical, verbal or mental and if not
dealt with can reoccur in new relationships, where-by the deliverer of the abuse has
long gone however the effect is still with us. Negative emotional baggage can also be
deeply rooted in experiences from our childhood and still hold us back in adulthood. As
parents we may find our own childhood experiences hampering our efforts within our
parenting role.
When these types of feelings are not addressed the effect can be anxiety, guilt,
frustration, ill health, procrastination, low self-esteem, panic attacks and sometimes
depression. The same pattern is repeated over and over and feels like the marathon is
never going to end. We need to make a decision to change.
Shakespeare said, “There is nothing either good or bad, but thinking makes it so”.

Accidental Dental Damage needs only
happen once to put a major dent in
your family budget.
At Dentists @ Capri, we are committed to extending care
beyond the chair to protect your family against unexpected
dental damage, which is why we offer FREE of charge
accident Dental Insurance of up to $5000 per accident.*
*conditions apply – coverage is free for patients who have
visited in the last year.

UP TO $5000
PER ACCIDENT *

Suite 2, Level 1, 15 Via Roma,
Capri on Via Roma, Isle of Capri 4217

P: (07) 55383432 www.capridental.com.au
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"People are disturbed
not by things
but by the views
which they take of that"
Epictetus; Greek Philosopher
Our feelings are just a response to the stories that we tell ourselves. Our stories are
interpretations that we bring to the events that occur, therefore our interpretations
are our thoughts superimposed to events. Our thoughts regarding an event may or
may not be true, so in reality we are reacting or living a life that is found only in our
minds. A powerful question is ‘Who would you be without your story’?

Sunday 21 July 2013
10am to 3pm

Tallebudgera Active Recreation Centre

All the Gold Coast’s best products,
service, resources, advice &
education to help you raise happy
& healthy children.

If we want to have something different in our life then we need to do something
different.
I know you are wondering how we can use these tips for ourselves, and it’s a
good thing to wonder because if we use the tips on ourselves then our lives will
be enriched and we will have more positive options to choose from. This means we
will be operating from our true selves, be energised and on purpose. In this short
article we are receiving much learning with these thoughts and this will always
lead to more wisdom, won’t it? One knows that one is more likely to practise the
suggestions of tips when the self-experiences them first. As we are sitting here now
reading this we are already getting a better understanding of how making a decision
to change will integrate in our lives. In fact, we probably already have a better
understanding unconsciously because we have read this and while our unconscious
mind understands, our conscious mind must use this understanding when doing the
tips and suggestions and it will!
• Take Emotional Baggage to the dump.
• Understand our weak spot and take notice of our words like, I’m inadequate, I’m
unattractive, I’m unlovable etc. Journal thoughts and feelings.
• Decide what we want to let go of: Anxiety and worry, frustration, anger or
resentment, having a victim mentality. Once again journal thoughts and feelings.
• Read self-help books, Dr Wayne Dyer, Byron Katie, Louise Hay, Sonia Choquette
and many more.
• Research on the internet, there are great resources, often free including eBooks.
• Work with professionals to help you shift your baggage, NLP Practitioner,
Psychologist, Hypnotherapist or The Work Practitioner.
Next time the baggage arrives we can choose in that moment to take it off or
leave it on the revolving baggage carousel; what would happen if it ended up as lost
baggage?
Resources and acknowledgments
www.thework.com The Work by Byron Katie
www.sosprograms.com (Educators to improve emotions and behaviour)
www.louisehay.com healing yourself from limiting beliefs.

www.CHWExpo.com.au
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Family of Chess Champs:
Daniel, Sam, Denali, Kodi and Kamryn Durden

Talent – it’s a tantalising bundle
of luck, genetics, nurturing, in many
cases, funds, and lots of hard work.
Every day, the team at Coast Kids comes
across talented Gold Coast juniors in
every avenue, every level and every
interest. Here are just some of these
inspiring youngsters who shared their
passion with us.
Words: Jeni Bone

Kamryn

Derek Durden’s five kids all play chess, exceptionally well. Aged from 6 to 18 years old, they
all started at about 4 and reached the top of the sport for their age brackets.
“I played a bit at school,” explains Derek, “Then my oldest son received a board game set
for Christmas and he started beating me, so I bought a book so I could beat him, then he
started getting better and better. Each of the kids has been playing since they were small
and the youngest, Kamryn, my daughter aged 6, seems to have benefited from the family
progress and passion.”
Kamryn is Australian Girls’ Under 8 Champion, Australian Girls’ Problem Solving Champion
(Under 8), Australian Girls’ Speed Chess Champion (under 8) and current Queensland Age
Champion. The benefits, says Steve, are intellectual and social.
“You don’t need money and every school plays it. It’s the second largest federation of players
in the world, after soccer. You don’t need any gear. With a large family, we could do it within
the confines of our home and it didn’t cost money.”

Denali

Together, the Durdens train using books, chess clocks, computer programs and plenty of
discussion among themselves.
It might not be a lucrative sport, but the titles are coveted. “Even internationally, there’s
not much money in it, only for the top few. But our kids are all-rounders and very social.
You’d be amazed at who plays chess. Everywhere we go, we tend to take a board and find
other people who play.”
The Durden kids also play Soccer and Nippers, and are high achievers at school.
“Chess is wonderful for developing problem solving skills, maths, calculation skills, decision
making, spatial awareness, timing, which all relate to other sports and skills, learning to win
and lose, patience, which in today’s day and age is not easy.”
It’s also great for winding down as a family. “Chess gives us time to chat. It’s wonderful
like that. It’s a lifetime skill – you can play at 4 til you’re 94. And you’ll find there’s equal
footing between boys and girls.”
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Kodi

Squash Champ,
Ethan Eyles

Olivi

a

Rising Tennis star,
Olivia Mann

Coast Kids GC

At just 11 years of age, Ethan Eyles has been playing squash
for nearly two years. He is ranked number one in Australia in
the Under 11s after recently winning the National Junior Open in
Sydney, where he didn’t drop a set. Also ranked number one in
Queensland for both the 11s and 13s, in December 2012 Ethan
travelled to Boston in the US to compete in his first overseas
event.
The US Junior Championships is the largest junior event in the
world and attracted over 850 players from 26 countries. Ethan
finished in 4th place.
He is playing in the Malaysian Junior Open at the end of May
which will be his 2nd international event. Then in June, the
Queensland State Championships will be held in Mackay where
Ethan is aiming to retain his State Championship titles in both
the 11s and 13s and also in the hope of being selected in the
Queensland Sharks Team to travel to Canberra in September
for the Australian Junior Championships.

At 13, Olivia is a part of the Pure Tennis Academy Full time
Study & Play Elite Program under the guidance of coach,
James Griffiths. She started having tennis lessons at the
age of 5 after playing Badminton one summer with her
sister. “I enjoyed playing that, then my parents decided to
start me in tennis.”

Totally keen and committed, Ethan trains five days per week at
the Palm Beach Aquatic and Squash Centre at the Rod Eyles
Squash Academy. His father and owner of the Academy, Rod,
is his coach. Rod is a former World Champion squash player
who played on the professional tour for over 16 years. Of
course, Ethan aspires to be just like him.

Now ranked in the Top 16 players in Australia in the 2012
Nationals, she was most recently quarter finalist at the
Hope Island AMT Open Tournament. “I won $45. I was so
excited.  I also won the Consolation round at the Brisbane
Open Age Tournament.”
With her eye firmly on the prize of winning Wimbledon one
day, Olivia trains at Pure Tennis Academy at Southport five
days a week. “I am a part of the Pure Tennis Academy
Study & Play Program at Southport High School and I
attend school from 9am to 12 noon, then I am on-court
playing tennis until 6.30pm.”
Olivia says she is “motivated, organised both on and off
the court, committed and never give up even when things
get tough”.

E than

“I want to become a professional tennis player and to
one day win Wimbledon and other major Grand Slams. I
love tennis because it›s competitive, you get to travel and
make friends.  It›s an adventure!”

Kicking high in Karate, Kai Dittmar
Steve Dittmar took up karate to help his son, Kai with
some of the movements. Nearly five years later, at
10 years-old, Kai travelled to Japan with his family in
April to represent Australia in Karate at the All Japan
Championships.
Kai placed first in full contact sparing, second in freestyle
points sparing and third for his Kata.
“I started karate with him to help him out, now he’s
helping me out!” says Steve, a skipper with Proyacht.
Kai trains in Wado Ryu Karate at Toya Kan Higashi at
Oxendford, under Sensei Paul Butterfield, head coach of
Australian Martial Arts Championships. “He has developed
a real passion for it over the past year,” says Steve.
“It’s very good for his self-esteem. He has made a lot of
friends at Karate. Going to Japan was a great experience.
We went as a family, me, my wife, Kai and younger
daughter who at 8 also does Karate.”
Kai attends Rivermount College in Yatala and is Junior
School Captain this year.

Kai says “I love karate because it teaches
respect, self-control and makes you very
strong and fit. You have to think about what
your body is doing all the time, where your opponent
is and what they’re going to do next. Karate will help
me have control in a lot of situations as I grow up and
I will be able to take care of myself and know I don’t
have to prove anything to anyone. I loved it in Japan
- the food, the culture, the Samurai history and the
bullet trains! I was really happy that I did my best and
represented Australia well. I hope to study karate for the
rest of my life and make my Sensei and my Dojo proud.
Maybe I will have my own club one day and teach kids
to be good, strong and respectful, just like my Sensei.”
Kai is now a graded Brown Belt (3rd Kyo) and hopes to
make it to Black over the next two years with continued
hard work and dedication. “That’s when the hard work
really starts!” says Kai.

Kai
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Keiran is undertaking Music Excellence at Palm
Beach Currumbin, as well as acting tuition at
Take3 Studios. A career in singing is what
she’s aiming for, planning to enrol at the
Conservatorium in Brisbane, and Broadway is
her ultimate dream.

Voice of the future,
Keiarn Chesebro
According to mum Leanne, Keiarn Chesebro
was performing from the time she was walking
and talking, so of course, younger brother Logan
was made to join in. “At about 7 or 8, her
school advised us to pursue singing classes.
When we moved to the Gold Coast in 2008,
we looked around for teachers and enrolled her
with Venetta Fields where Keiarn trained for
3 years, before moving to Patricia White, a
renowned opera and classical teacher.”
Since then, Keiarn’s singing has moved on in
leaps and bounds. “It’s been a very positive
experience for her. She has been accepted
for ‘Creative Generation’, a show of the top
state school talent in Queensland. Keiarn will
be featured vocalist performing seven songs in
July at the Brisbane Convention Centre.”

Keiarn

Log

an

Through Take3 Studios, Keiarn and Logan were
cast as extras in the mini-series, CAMP. It’s a
busy life for Keiarn, who is also in the Academic
Excellence program at her arts-focused school,
Palm Beach Currumbin, and has the lead role in
the school production of ‘Hair Spray’.
In fact, she’s a strong all-rounder, dancing,
singing and taking drama, participating in
Eisteddfods and doing volunteer work when
she can. Keiarn also has a casual job at City
Beach. “She manages to juggle everything. It’s
hectic but teaches her good time management
skills.”
Logan Chesebro is undertaking drama Excellence
at Palm Beach Currumbin High and with a few
parts under his belt, is finding his creative feet.
“Logan is just starting out. He’s doing very well
at it and he loves it, which is the main thing.”

“A fun & enjoyable way for
children to keep active by
playing soccer & enhancing
their skills in a structured
program run by experienced
& qualified coaches.”

Our education program is Unique
Student-Centred:

Individual academic needs are targeted, creating an inclusive and
affirming experience.

Developmental:

From the magic of early-childhood to the argumentative world of adolescence,
the student’s journey is supported by carefully prepared learning programs.
Our learning space embraces an integrated holistic and balanced
approach to education. Offering Prep – Year 8 (Year 9 in 2014,
Year 10 in 2015)

We invite you to Experience the Difference.
Join a guided tour of the campus and learn more about our mission,
vision, and curriculum.
Next available School Tours:
Thursday 30 May @ 9.00pm and Tuesday 11 July @ 4.00pm

Register today!

fun after school, weekend
& school holiday soccer
program for girls and boys
aged 2-8
Call: 0426 236 063

Call
5596 2266
or email reception@silkwood.qld.edu.au

info@littlebigsport.com.au
www.littlebigsport.com.au

free
trial Session
plus

FREE SOCCE
R
UNIFORM
with
10 sessio
purchased ns

5 sessions $55
10 sessions $110

no registration fee. discounts for siblings. Max. 8 children per session.
39 Shepherd Hill Lane, Mount Nathan Qld 4211
www.silkwood.qld.edu.au
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Gold Coast Parks

Active & Healthy Month
July is Active & Healthy Gold Coast Month, an annual citywide
celebration of physical activity. During July, get up, get out and
get active! There are lots of ways to get involved and you can
win a 12 month membership at Fitness First by participating!
Please visit getactivegoldcoast.com.au

a 12 month
membership at

Active & Healthy
Holiday Program
FUN! FUN! FUN! That's what
it's going to be when you jump
aboard Council's exciting holiday
program! We have so many
free or low cost events to keep
all ages entertained over the
holidays, for more details visit
gcparks.com.au.

Active & Healthy Free
Family Fun Day
Lock in the date for the launch of the new Active & Healthy
2013/2014 program, Sunday 14 July from 10.00am-2.00pm
at Broadwater Parklands, Gold Coast Highway, Southport!
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health & wellbeing

Winter
Workouts
Words: Fe Taylor

If you are not motivated to get up in the dark and
chilly mornings to exercise, you are not alone. As
fitness professionals, we see an increase in day and
evening participants while a percentage of our early
morning clients prefer the blanket to burpees.
Here on the Gold Coast, we are truly blessed in that our hibernation period really
doesn’t last that long, but those few weeks between now and lighter, warmer days
can make a huge difference to your health and wellness goals.
Planning some indoor workouts means you can keep up your exercise routine in the
comfort of your home.
If you are not a self-starter, then invest in some DVD workouts for winter. If you don’t
own any, borrow some from the library or download some form YouTube or podcasts.
There are so many available and you are sure to find one that suits your exercise style.

Start your winter mornings by getting the blood flowing to warm you up and boost
your endorphins.
My favourite apparatus for winter in home work outs has to be my Hula Hoop! So
what’s the scoop on the hoop?
Hula hooping at a steady pace is a great fat burner and also a fantastic core
strengthening exercise. Keeping the core muscles tight during the rotations of the hoop,
your posture will gain improvements too because it is impossible to slouch and hula.

now
*Enroel ceive
and r ree
two fons
less ns apply
io

*Condit

all pools are heated
throughout winter
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Awesom

e Kids

Epic Bir
thday
Fully

Packag

d!

Catere
OPen
s
School Holiday
10.30am-4.30pm
Mon-Fri
2hr or all day
sessions

General Skate: 10am-12 noon & 3pm-5pm (school
term only) PLUS Tiny tots & mums Coffee Club 10am-12 noon
Friday Night:

Teen disco: 7.30pm-10pm

Saturday:

Learn to skate: 9.30-10.30am (includes morning session)
Morning Skate: 10.30am-12.30pm, General skate: 2.30pm-7pm

You won’t have the after effects of a full ab workout routine involving crunches
etc, but you will notice improvements in the strength of your core after a couple of
weeks.

Sunday:

If you are up for a project, you can make one yourself by using purple irrigation pipe
from the hardware store with a heavy joiner for the weight. Add extra weight by
over-strapping the join with industrial tape and then decorate your hoop with shiny
gift tape or any decorative adhesive such as contact. Use your imagination.

!

SPECIAL*

2 For 1 Entry
on Any 2 Hr
Session
present coupon

General skate 2.30pm-4.30pm

*conditions apply

Visit w w w . e p i c s k a t e . c o m . a u for more details

or call 5523 9660
23 Enterprise Ave, Tweed Heads South, 5 Mins south of Gold Coast Airport

Hoops are NOT made equally and weighted hoops are the best. Make sure it is
the correct height for you because using a hoop that is the wrong size will cause
frustrations and not rotations!
Place the hoop on the ground beside you. It should come up to your hip or thereabouts.
I have many hoops but have found the best to be from Three Worlds at Burleigh as
they have a range of sizes and some are weighted.

es!

Includes:
• Rollerblade/Rollerskate hire
• Epic birthday boy/girl gets their own announcement
and birthday song on the skating rink
• Each Epic Birthday receives special attention
from our party hosts who will look after all your
party requirements

Wednesday:

io ns
A ll se ss
me
N SW ti

Party

Cosmetic Surgery, Beauty & General Health

NEED A
GOOD DOC?

See Our Doctors if Quality & Experience matters to you!
Dr Atia - Cosmetic Surgery & Skin Cancer
Dr Maria Macaspac - GP General Health
Dr Dhei Abbod – GP General Health
Beauty Therapists - Monika, Emma & Natasha
Nurses - Vicki & Julie

MEdiCal CONSultS BulK BillEd

20 yrs
Doc exp
Wrinktor
Inject le
ab
fro les
$11/um
nit

Not a hula girl? Then a quick warm up of side steps, high knees, jogging on the
spot, butt kicks to get your blood flowing before taking on your mini winter lounge
room circuit.
Rocket Rounds are a quick way to get in the basics and keep your muscles toned.
You will need enough space to be able to do push ups.
Start with 10 Pushups, followed by 10 Squats, 10 tricep dips. Use a kitchen chair that
is stabilised against a wall or a heavy lounge chair that won’t move, finishing with
10 alternate leg lunges.
These four exercises are then repeated in sets of 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1.
In all, you will complete 55 reps of each exercise.
Initially you may only get to three or four rounds, but as you become stronger and
your fitness level increases, you can complete the rocket round and then you can
move from push ups on your knees to your feet, deeper squats or jump squats, tricep
dips with the feet extended and jump lunges.
This mini circuit will take about 20 minutes to complete including a warm up, and
you don’t have to leave the house.
Choose HEALTH over HIBERNATION this month and stay strong!

OPEN: Monday to Friday 9am - 5pm & Saturday 8am - 12pm

See our Therapist or Nurse for a free skincare & anti-aging consult this
month & get a free makeover voucher worth $100*
*Must present advert, offer ends
25th June 2013

Ph 07 5535 5170

Shop 122B Stocklands Shopping Centre
Near the Big W entrance on the outside
of the building next to Chempro Chemist.

www.aliveclinics.com.au

CK
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Daddy Diaries

Party
Politics
Words: Anthony Sherratt

Even though they’re not quite four yet, my girls
are already on the party circuit. Not the fashion,
champagne and snootiness circuit but the much
more cut-throat Birthday Party circuit.
It started off innocuously with their first invite to a friend’s party. I struggled with
what to buy for a (then) two-year-old but eventually I had a present and two nicely
dressed girls as I held their hands as we walked around the corner, all set for a few
games of pass the parcel and fairy bread... and stopped.
I blinked a few times to make sure I wasn’t imagining things, but no. There really was
a giant castle standing right in front of us. Inflatable of course, but still.
Fairies and clowns roved around the garden charming children with their magic and
glitter dust. There were pony rides and puppies. Smells of exotic food wafter through
the air and was that a waiter? And did he have a cocktail?
I rifled through my bag to check the invitation because unless I was mistaken I was
pretty sure we had accidentally stumbled into the tent of the Moscow Circus or a
movie set.
But no, we were at the right place and the next few hours were a parade of
entertainment, games where everyone won prizes and full catering for both parents
and kids.
I was stunned but it wasn’t over yet. As we left - thanking the host effusively - the
girls had goody bags thrust into their hands. Bags that had more in them than Ekka
showbags. What? Wait, it’s her Birthday but my kids get presents? What is this
madness?
When I was a kid we turned up, handed over a present (sometimes reluctantly), played
in the backyard, had cake and went home. Everyone was happy.
Nowadays it’s an event to rival The Great Gatsby for decadence.
Admittedly the next party wasn’t quite as over-the-top but it still wasn’t anywhere
near the cheap gathering of people I expected. And the goody bags were once again,
to my way of thinking, extravagant.
So I asked around and discovered this was normal. Large parties were expected and
the pressure to match or overshadow previous parties was immense. In the US you
can have a sleepover at a toy store for $30,000. Some parties see toddlers picked up
in limos. And don’t even start me on the intricate detail of cakes today.
Somewhere along the line between making it a special day for their child and playing
one-up-person-ship with their peers, Birthday parties have become An Event (note
capitalisation).
I was going to make fun of the fact that we’d no doubt be seeing professional party
planners doing kids Birthday parties soon. But they already exist. I checked. And
they’re not cheap if you want to put on a memorable party. Forget the fact that most
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of these kids at two and three won’t remember these parties, it’s all about style and
some of them don’t even appear to be about the children.
Not that I’m immune. We’ve had two parties for the girls (at two and three) and
they started out as small affairs but ended up ‘going big’. The first was just supposed
to be a gathering in the park. Firstly I invited everyone from their daycare because I
didn’t want any kid to feel left out (I hate the thought of a kid feeling sad). Then the
grandparents got a big jumping castle for next-to-nothing.
And I did big goody bags partly because everyone else did it and partly because I felt
guilty that most parents purchased two presents (twins remember) even though I
actively said to not worry about gifts.
And for their third Birthday we had a joint party with their best friend (who shares
their Birthday). It was at a farm and run by a wonderful charity named Harmony
Hooves who put the profits into sharing the animals with less fortunate and disabled
children. And they put on a show that far exceeded my expectations and I suddenly
realised - amidst the pony rides, fairies (yes multiple) and swings and castle that I’d inadvertently become a big party parent. Lots of kids. Amazing amount of
entertainment.
So, I guess parents who party in castles shouldn’t throw goody bags full of… wait, this
metaphor got away from me. Just like my sense of perspective on Birthday parties.

Give-aways

Awesome
give-aways

Palmer’s Pack
Take care of your skin’s winter
woes with this collection of 6
Palmer’s Cocoa Butter products,
soothing, calming and protecting
you from head to toe.

THE GREATEST

RACE
GOLD COAST - 2 JUNE 2013

WIN

Proudly Sponsored by www.ecowiseled.com

ONE OF TWO FAMILY
PASSES TO THE GOLD COAST
GREATEST RACE SUNDAY 2ND JUNE

Grab your walking shoes and your best detective skills and join us for
this 'Amazing Race' / scavenger hunt style charity event - all in the name
of FUN! Solve clues, find checkpoints, complete challenges, collect items
and share in OVER $2500 IN PRIZES & GIVEAWAYS!
Designed for ALL AGES and FITNESS LEVELS (including families with small children,
couples, mates or corporate teams) your team will be given a map, clues and instructions
and have 4 hours to wander the local area working together to earn as many points
as you can. Then return to the starting point afterwards for fun, food, entertainment,
prizes and GIVEAWAYS! You only have to be there for your chance to WIN great prizes
including a Romantic 2 Night getaway for two including breakfast!

Angel of Fire
We have 5 copies of Angel of Fire to
giveaway. This is the story of a cheeky
boy named Zach, who finds himself
surrounded by bizarre visitors after he is
hit by a truck in a freaky accident. It’s
an upbeat tale for young readers aged
8-12 who like action, quirky characters
and a good dose of humour.

For your chance to win please register online at www.coastkidsgc.com.
au/competitions-giveaways. Click on the prize you would like to win and
complete the entry form online to enter. Only winners will be notified and
entries close on 20 June 2013. Good luck! Entrants details may be shared
with give-away sponsor.

Beautiful Clothing for Gorgeous Kids
Summer
Stock Sale
Now Online

Winter
Stock
Arriving
www.gooseygander.com.au
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What's on

If you would like to place your event in our calendar,
please email us at editor@coastkidsgc.com.au and add
Calendar of Events in the subject line.

What's on in…

1-10
Silkwood School Open
Stormtroopers Weekend
Evening
10am till 6pm
4.30pm till 5.30pm
Dreamworld
Silkwood School
Dreamworld Parkway
39 ShepherdCooly
Hill Lane
Mt
Rocks On
Nathan
Marine Parade CoolangattaCoomera
www.silkwood.qld.edu.au
www.coolyrockson.com.au(07) 5588 1111

4
Bullying Session
10.30am till 12pm
Southport Library
Cnr Garden & Lawson Streets
Southport
(07) 5581 7200

15
Ashmore State School
Family Fun Fair
10am till 3pm
Ashmore State School
Currumburra Road Ashmore
0422 798 458

The Mummy Tree Markets
9am till 1pm
Robina State School Hall
Cnr Glen Eagles Drive
Robina
www.themummytree.com.au

8-10
2013 Volkl Gold Coast
Open Age Junior Tennis
Championships
19 Queen Street Southport
www.tennisgoldcoast.com

15

The Healthy
Cooking Revolution
Cooking with Children
10am till 11.30am
Southport Library
Cnr Garden & Lawson
Streets Southport
(07) 5581 7200

Giggle and Hoot
and Friends
Live on Stage
Concert Hall
QPAC Brisbane
www.qpac.com.au

27-30
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Polo by the Sea
Doug Jennings Park
The Spit Surfers Paradise
www.polobythesea.com.au

8

24-26

Disney on Ice
Princesses & Heroes
Brisbane
Entertainment Centre
www.ticketek.com.au

1

Kids Workshop at
Southport
9am till 12pm
Broadwater Parklands The
Great Lawn
Marine Parade Southport
GCCC (07) 5581 1615

June

1-30

Give Me 5 for Kids –
School’s Day
9am till 3pm
At your Local School
www.goldfm.com.au

9

Surfers Paradise
Beach Picnic
Celebrating Queensland Week
From 10.15am, Surfers
Paradise Foreshore & Beach,
The Esplanade
Surfers Paradise
www.surfersparadise.com

24

24
Sesame Street Presents
Elmo’s World Tour
10am and 12pm
The Arts Centre Gold Coast
135 Bundall Road
Surfers Paradise
Box Office (07) 5588 4000

Tennis Plus
Holiday Camps
Fun games and
tennis activities
9am till 3pm
19 Queen Street Southport
www.tennis-plus.com.au

Sports
2nd 		
8th
24th		
29th		

GC
GC
GC
GC

Titans –v- North Queensland Cowboys 7pm Skilled Park Robina
Suns –v- North Melbourne Kangaroos 7.40pm Metricon Stadium Carrara
Titans –v- Melbourne Storm 7pm Skilled Park Robina
Suns –v- Adelaide Crows 1.40pm Metricon Stadium Carrara

Community
1st
Beach Care Community Dune Care (World Environment Day) 9am till 11am –
		 Beach End of Currumbin Alley Duringan Street Currumbin Beach
		www.griffith.edu.au/coastal-management

2nd		 Family Fun Day - 9.30am till 2pm - Currumbin Community Farm Campus
1226 Currumbin Creek Road Currumbin Valley (07) 5533 0312
7th		
		

Beach Care Community Dune Care 9am till 11am
Southern end of Marine Parade Coolangatta www.griffith.edu.au/coastal-management

8th		 Active Fun in the Park - 3pm till 4.30pm - Discovery Park Discovery Drive
	Helensvale. Leaps and Bounds Children Fitness Centre (07) 5534 4030

Family Health

Candida the Silent Epidemic
We as human beings are forever susceptible to
all manner of opportunistic organisms. One of the
most tenacious of these is Candida (or thrush as it
is commonly known). Candida is thrown around as a
“cause all” as often as it is neglected as a legitimate
cause of poor health.
Following an illness or a course of antibiotics for
example, symptoms of itching and soreness of the anus
or genitals, bloating, abdominal pain and irritability, may
develop. These are just a few of the initial symptoms
that may occur as a sign that you may have Candida
on board.
Very often Candida is treated as something to be
destroyed in the same way that bacterial infections
might be treated with anti biotics and whilst Candida is
undesirable, this approach is often only partly effective
or not effective at all.
The old adage “if the soil is right, it will grow” is certainly
true for Candida. So whilst in some instances Candida
can be a cause of illness in its own right, more often it
is a sign post to other underlying conditions.
Most commonly in practice I see varying degrees of
poor gut health underlying Candida. A typical example is
Dysbiosis, a condition where the normal levels of good
gut bugs decline, allowing bad gut bugs to colonize.
Conditions such as this often occur when our enzyme
or digestive capacity is insufficient, where our gut

Words: John Burchell

health, pancreas and gall bladder and over all immune
response are compromised.
Diet of course plays a large part in all of this too.
Current research suggests that families can be Candida
susceptible to the point where the newest family
members may be born with Candida. Now the tricky part
about this is that our gut often dictates what we desire
and tolerate in foods.
Naughty guts tend to desire naughty foods or create
intolerances to certain foods and the whole thing self
perpetuates, this being the genius in the organism that
is Candida. It is self serving and self preserving. It loves
sugar and refined carbohydrates, it loves alcohol and late
nights and isn’t it interesting that people with Candida
often cave in to those foods and higher stress lifestyles.
In this we may see the reason that some infants have
severe gut upsets from day one. Being pre disposed by
family traits and dietary patterns etc means that our
little infants easily pick up Candida during birth or soon
there after.
These children are often the ones that react to formulas,
react to breast milk depending on what Mum has had
to eat and later become the children who refuse to eat
anything but highly refined sugary or carbohydrate foods!
In the longer term all this can lead to conditions
such as reduced immunity, ongoing tummy problems,

headaches, skin conditions, sinus and throat disorders,
bowel, bladder and genital disorders, even attention and
mood disorders.
The good news is that naturopathy, homeopathy and
nutritional medicine practices have been effectively
treating Candida for many years and whilst treatment
can be a long term proposition with specific steps
required, there are simple measures you can take on
a daily basis.
1. Do not assume that taking a probiotic will help. The
wrong pro biotic can make matters worse. Microbiological
testing of stool and symptom diagnosis is required to
determine which pro biotic you need.
2. Avoid refined foods, especially carbs and sugar.
3. Beers and soft drinks are food for Candida.
4. High stress lifestyle is conducive to Candida, so take
time out to exercise, find laughter and get a good sleep.
5. Increase alkaline food intake. A great alkaliser is to
take a tspn of bi carb soda in a glass of warm water
with the juice of half a lemon at bed time.
You can visit our website to find further information
on Candida and how to take the “Candida saliva test”.
Should you suspect you have Candida, have it checked;
so you can get a hold on it before it gets a hold on you!
More at themedicalsanctuary.com.au

New APPROACH
to Family HealtH
No longer choose between “Conventional”
and “Alternative” Medicine.
Female Doctors, Naturopaths and Physical Therapists
working together for your families better health.
Our practitioners have a special interest in children –
they too have young children.
Holistic Medical Doctors l Naturopaths l Homeopath l Osteopath
Acupuncture l Massage l Chiropractor l Hypnotherapy l Yoga
General Practitioners
practicing Nutritional Medicine

150 Ashmore Rd, Benowa
Book today, you will feel better for it
www.medsan.com.au

5564 5013

5564 5013
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Education

Bringing
Magic to
Learning
Words: Jeni Bone

Set in a beautiful natural setting, just five minutes
from Nerang at Mt Nathan, Silkwood School has a
uniquely student-centred and developmental approach
to education. This independent Gold Coast school says
it provides an environment in which “young people are
encouraged to realise their potential and discover
pathways for their future”
“‘Student-centred’ means we judge successful teaching by the students’ engagement;
‘developmental’ means the child’s journey from the magic of early childhood to
the argumentative world of adolescence is supported by carefully prepared learning
experiences tailored to respond to specific age groups,” states the school’s Principal,
Valerie Campbell-Hogg.
“Silkwood’s pedagogy combines spiritual, intellectual, emotional and physical dimensions
of learning, offering a truly integrative approach.”
As Valerie recounts: “Silkwood’s journey began when a group of parents were seeking
a different style of education for their children, different from what the Gold Coast
had on offer at the time.”
Silkwood began with 13 students in 1997 in a rented house in Labrador and today
stands on its own land with a Prep to Year 8 campus. Year 9 will starts in 2014 and
progress from there through the High School.
“I personally got involved when my eldest daughter was in Prep at a state school and
although the school and teachers were lovely, I felt there was an emptiness and no
magic given to learning. I wanted my girls to love going to school every day and to
love learning. My eldest daughter was one of two students to attend the first day at
Silkwood. Both my girls got to experience their full primary school journey at Silkwood.”
The school’s Mission is: “To provide a unique student-centred learning space that
embraces an integrated, holistic and balanced approach to children’s education. Using
a developmental education model we encourage our students to acquire the emotional,
social, physical, cognitive and intrapersonal competencies that will enable them to lead
purposeful, fulfilling lives.”
“It’s a big statement and one we take very seriously,” adds Valerie.
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“We do this by offering three different learning approaches: thematic,
proficiency and practical.”
1. Thematic is a holistic experience, where we use blocks of learning time (around 2
hours a day) to introduce new concepts and fully immerse the children in a learning
adventure. We use music, art, dance, games: actually pretty much anything with a
creative element to engage the students in the learning in a fun and meaningful way.
Here we expect teachers to have their students feel enlivened and excited by learning.
2. The next phase deals with gaining proficiency over the learning concepts. This is
more the nuts and bolts of the learning. What is different at Silkwood is that children
are learning at their own pace with specific learning outcomes tailored to learning
styles. It looks similar to what you see inside a traditional classroom however the
personalisation sets it apart.

Education

Every student can learn,
just not on the same day,
or in the same way.
George Evans

The school conducts an annual parent survey and on average over the last five years
has achieved an 85% High to a Very High Level of satisfaction with the school. The
details are available on the school’s website.
3. The final phase of learning offered to the children is our practical learning frame. Here
we are working hands on in enterprise learning projects that link to real life work and
activities. This frame is laying the foundation work for our entrepreneurial internship
program in High School.
The Silkwood approach comprises many differences from the mainstream, but there
are two distinct points of difference according to its founders “We use a developmental
framework to colour our approach to learning. That is, we recognise that children have
some significant, common developmental milestones and we respond to these using
developmentally appropriate themes and styles of learning.”

Says Valerie: “Generally because of the nature of the way we teach and being a small
school, we have very happy students and parents. Often parents say their children do
not like to stay home even when they are sick. I guess that is testament to happy
customers. Being a small school we also have the unique advantage of being able to
give personalised support and help if challenges arise.
“Parents will often report how much more relaxed and happier their child is and children
articulate a range of things from ‘it is more fun’ to older children reporting ‘it is like we
have more freedom but are expected to think more for ourselves about our learning’.”

The second is the focus on personal learning continuums for each child rather than
teaching to year levels.

Silkwood School offers a three hour Parent Information Session that parents are
requested to attend prior to enrolling their children.

The school currently has 375 students enrolled, with 23 teachers and a further 40
support staff.

To book in for a parent information session or a school tour please contact the school
office 5596 2266 or reception@silkwood.qld.edu.au

*One of these kids has a hidden
vision problem....

...But how can you tell?
Vision problems that impact learning may not affect sight.
Symptoms can be confusing, don’t let your child suffer
with a treatable vision problem.

Harmony Vision offers specific testing &
treatment for all children
Book online at www.harmonyvision.com.au

PH 07 5520 5900
*estimate based on current evidence
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Words: Tanya Curtis

A

Consistency in responsible parenting has always
been a tough one to follow through with, however
ever so important for the well-being of the children
involved. Consistency with just one parent and that
parent’s expectations of their children will vary depending
on how that parent is feeling each day. That is a parent
existing at Code Blue (feeling like they have 80 to
100% perceived control over their current situation; thus
feel like they have mastered the skills to manage the
existing situation) will have different expectations from
their children in comparison to when that same parent
is at Code Green (60 to 80% perceived control), Yellow
(40-60% perceived control), Orange (20-40% perceived
control) or Red (0-20% perceived control, thus feel like they
have minimal skills to manage the current situation). So,
if one parent alone can contribute to much inconsistency,
imagine what it can be like when two or more people
are parenting the same children; whether living together
or separately. Parenting “consistency” requires all parents
knowing they are responsible for personally learning how
to live closer to code blue, learning how to gain mastery
over their own hurts, issues and challenging situations
in life … Responsible parenting requires responsibility for
self first.

Inconsistency in parenting is a recipe for a
child’s anxiety levels increasing.
I’ve always said that a role of responsible parent is first to
prioritise themselves by ensuring they develop a lifestyle
that supports themselves to live closer to code blue. A
parent living closer to code blue can offer truer support
to their children, in comparison to a parent living closer

A little bit

Q

I have recently separated from my husband, leaving
us to jointly share custody of our three year old. Do
you have any tips that I can take on board to settle
into life living at two residences? How can we keep our
communication open and honest (keeping in mind that it is
one thing that fell apart in our marriage!)?

way they are with the children, try to control
the emotions or reactions of the other parent
through their own behaviour choice). Resentful
parenting is simply a person not choosing to take
to code red who has reduced capacity to
responsibility for their own behaviours, hurts,
truly support their children; resulting in Level 2 – Code Green
Low Inten
reactions
and outcomes in life and thus would
sity Beha
increased anxiety for the children.
viour Chan
60-80%
ge
perceived
control
prefer to blame another. The reality is, parents
Thus a parent’s responsibility is first to
who are separated are separated because the
themselves to learn to live closer to code
Level 1 –
other
party has not met each others expectations
Code Blu
e
blue by learning to take responsibility for
CALM AN
D WANTED
BE
… both parties are generally hurt because of this.
all their own behaviours and situations 80-100% perceived controlHAVIOURS
Each parent has a choice to either learn to take
in life that they are yet to learn to
master. A parent who blames other
responsibility for learning how to deal with their hurt
people or events for them being
(responsible parenting), or to become a “resentful
higher than blue will be a victim to life and will
parent” and continue to blame the other person for
feel helpless; thus guaranteed to be existing consistently
their hurt. Knowing that:
closer to code red with reduced skills to parent their child
responsibly … a parent who lives in a way knowing they
Responsible parenting
are responsible for all their own behaviours and outcomes
• Does consider the children’s best interest
in life will live closer to code blue as they will develop a
• Will create consistency in parenting
sense of self mastery over their own life.
Level 3 –
Code Yello
w
Increase
Intensity
Behaviour
Change
40-60%
perceived
control

More

Responsible Parenting Requires Consistency
from All Parties involved in ParentinG

Code Oran
ge
High Inten
sity Beha
viour Chan
20-40%
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perceived
control
A lot

Behaviour Q&A

Level 4 –

This is important to be aware of as many parents who
are separated (and some who are not separated) blame
the other person for their own feelings of hurt, frustration,
anger, sadness etc and can thus hold resentment
towards the other party. The reality is, it is never another
person (partner, ex-partner or own child) that has you
living closer to code red, rather it is whether you have
first chosen to be responsible for your own behaviours,
reactions and outcomes in life. Responsible parenting
requires responsibility for self first. This will result in child
who is less anxious.
Holding resentment towards the other person
will hurt and negatively affect your children.
Resentful parenting is based on each person blaming
the other parent as they expect the other parent to be
something other than who they are being. Expectations of
others will generally result in these expectations not being
met, thus the person creating the expectations will go
closer to code red. Parents who live blaming another person
for their hurt will often do things to purposefully hurt
the other parent (e.g., not meet the known expectation,
create unrealistic expectations, be inconsistent in the

• Supports children to be responsible and     
independent human beings
More likely Children living closer to code blue
Joyful Children
Resentful parenting:
• Does NOT consider the children’s best interest
• Will create inconsistency in parenting
• Will harm children as it contributes to children’s
increased anxiety
Most likely Children living closer to code red
anxious, angry, sad, hurt etc
Responsible parenting DOES NOT allow our own unresolved
issues to impact on how we parent our children.
Responsible parenting requires responsibility for self first.

Send us your questions on children's
behaviour to editor@coastkidsgc.com.au
and put Kids' Behaviour in the subject line
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Upcoming 1-day workshops
Parenting Without Going to Code Red – Monday June 17 – Brisbane
Understanding Behaviour – Monday July 1 – Gold Coast
Changing Behaviour – Tuesday July 2 – Gold Coast

FABIC Director Tanya Curtis –
Author of Challenging Change... Behaviour Strategies for Life & DVD presenter of
Behaviour Specialist Series. For general enquiries email info@fabic.com.au or call 07 5530 5099
FABIC National Behavioural Centre: Level One Worongary Town Centre, Worongary, Gold Coast QLD.

fabic.com.au

•
•

Mo

Behaviour
Specialists

•

Fabic is a behaviour specialist centre that supports people to
Understand & Change unwanted behaviour used by anyone.
… children, adolescents or adults
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Taking the hassle
out of homework
Homework time can be
challenging for parents. It can
lead to frustration and consumes
precious time. It doesn’t have to
be that way. Here is a method to
take the hassle out of homework.
Step 1
Choose a specific task and audit it. Ensure your child has
the skills to complete the task. The task is pointless if
they don’t have the prerequisites.
Step 2
Identify a stimulus the child finds valuable. They should
currently already get this thing for free and they should
have access to it daily or at least on those days where
homework has to be performed. An example might be
30-minutes of X-box time.
Inform your child that they no longer get the X-box time
for free. It’s available every day but they now have to
work for it. To obtain the privilege they now have to give
their best effort/complete the amount of work set for
them at homework time.
Step 3
Set the task in line with your child’s abilities, both in
terms skill and ability to maintain concentration. Take the
example of a maths sheet containing twenty problems.
Children already complaining about homework are unlikely
to complete the task. Hence, if the goal for completion is
twenty problems, the child will fail the task, they will not
get their X-box reward and they will be less motivated
to perform a subsequent task.
If you believe your child can realistically complete twelve
problems, set the goal at eight problems. The likelihood
of success is then increased.
Output goals can be increased as the child and parent
become used to working together.
Step 4
Hold a discussion about what the task entails and discuss
an appropriate strategy. Model the performance of an
item and then observe the child complete a problem.
Comment upon use of efficient strategies. Begin Step
4 again if the child goes off task or switches to an
inefficient strategy.
Step 5
Inform your child of the output goal, define a time limit
in which the goal must be accomplished, and inform
the student of the potential reward for completion. For
example, “Jack, finish the next eight problems that I
marked on this page. Do them by 4.15. If you complete
the task by 4.15 you will earn the privilege of 30-minutes
of X-box time.”

Step 6
Monitor your child’s performance. Move away from the
desk once the task instructions have been given. Return
within 30-seconds. If the child is on task, tell them that
they have listened well and that they are doing exactly
what is expected. Move away and return in 60-seconds
and repeat. Gradually lengthen the time spent away from
the desk.
If the child is off-task, either in terms of the algorithm
they may be using or because they are distracted, bring
them gently back to task and begin again at Step 6.
Step 7
Check on completion when the set time has elapsed.
Administer the reward immediately if the child has
completed the task.
It is vital that no punishment be given if the child does
not complete the task. Nor should the child be made to
complete the task. Instead, the task must immediately
be taken away. Do not, under any circumstances, bargain
and allow them to finish the task for the same or lesser
reward. Simply close the book and tell the child “Bad
luck. You will have another chance to earn the reward
tomorrow.” By following this step, you establish academic
output as a potentially rewarding behaviour rather than a
behaviour that leads to probable punishment.
Dr Craig Wright PhD, Clinic Director
Understanding Minds. Tel: 07 5526 1516.
More at understandingminds.com.au
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Kids out and about on the Gold Coast.

Chloe 2,

Currumbin

Beach

Dane 4 mths,

Broadbeach Mall

Georgia 22

mths,

Palm Beach

Jai 10,

Carrara Stadium

Geoffrey 2,
southport

Jake 5, Emma 2,
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O'Reilly's Retreat

TARGET OUTLET NOW OPEN.
Find your Target favourites at even lower prices at Harbour Town.
Visit the new Target Outlet store next to Dimmey’s.
harbourtowngoldcoast.com.au
Cnr Gold Coast Hwy and Oxley Drive, Biggera Waters, Gold Coast | 07 5529 1734

| Coast
KidsMag
GC 85x480.indd 1
HBG 050828
Target
Kids Coast

Email us your kids in action enjoying some fun in our beautiful
city at editor@coastkidsgc.com.au
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Michael 16 mths
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Play…

Eat Shop… Adventure
…

Lolipop Boutique a great new Children's Boutique
on the Gold Coast stocks some of the leading
clothing brands from Australia, USA & Europe
as well as funky toys, accessories and baby
giftware, from newborns of 14 years. New brands
joining 2013 see our website for all brands.

Play and learn with this stunning Personalised Wooden
Name Puzzle from Stuck on You. Beautifully crafted, great educational tool.
MDF and lead free, gorgeous gift idea. From only $29.95.
www.stuckonyou.com.au

www.lolipopboutique.com.au

Our new fresh and funky online shop is open for
business. SHOP NOW or call us to find out about
our interior design services on 1300 781 903
www.spacesplaces.com.au
Whether you're shopping for yourself, a
friend, or that special little someone, you'll
find maternity, children and women's fashion
essentials and accessories, You'll also find
plenty of lovingly handmade items.
www.yummymummies.com.au

Keeping

JOIN TODAY – IT’S FREE
www.savvymama.com.au

Gold CoastMama is a FREE email
Savvy
Mums in the
newsletter
and website for busy
know with
short
blastsCOAST mums keeping you in the
GOLD
of helpful, hip
know
with short blasts of helpful, hip
info,
including
a What’s On
information. It's
like getting an email
listing for
from
one of your mama friends…keeping
families.
you informed and entertained with
cool, new or undiscovered products and
services, kid friendly places to hang out,
including a weekly guide to events on
the coast.

www.savvymama.com.au
JOIN TODAY

– IT’S FREE
www.savvymama.com.au

Star Parties

The BEST in kid's party
entertainment just got better…
Disco Parties, Themed Party
Entertainers, Face Painters and so
much more! Have a look at our
options online which include party
decorations, hire gear, cakes &
catering and heaps of great party
ideas! If we don't have what you
need… ask us!
www.star-parties.com.au
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Keeping
Gold Coast
Mums in the
know with
short blasts
of helpful, hip
info, including
a What’s On
listing for
families.

Lady Pinwheel is you. She is the woman that
is not afraid to jump on a skateboard, she is
the lady that has lunch dates with girlfriends,
she is the corporate lady, she is the lady that
runs after little people all day. The lady. She
is you.

www.ladypinwheel.com.au

Say a little
more …
Coast Kids GC has a new spot in
our monthly magazine for you to share
what's new, where to shop, places
to play or things to do!
Speak to one of our team today!
advertising@coastkidsgc.com.au
Hurry … places are filling fast

food

DESIGN A c c e s s o r i e s f u r n i t u r e
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Lifestyle

The only
way is

UP!

The goal of upcycling is to prevent wasting potentially useful
materials by making use of existing ones, reducing the
consumption of new raw materials, minimising energy usage and
even greenhouse gas emissions. So give it a try! Take advantage of
the cooler weather to work inside, restoring or repurposing some of
your treasured possessions, or collecting vintage pieces and lending
a well-loved look to your home.
Take a look at some of these etsy pieces for inspiration, or scour
the Web for books on the subject. Closer to home, visit somebody
already immersed in this rising trend: Kelly Drake of Reinvented
Treasures at Rabbit+Cocoon, Miami. A prolific painter for the last
12 years, Kelly turned her passion for restoring furniture into a
funky and unique recycled furniture business. A selection of her
pieces are on show at Rabbit+Cocoon’s Shed 12.

Rocking Horse and Reupholstered stool
from RosesUpcycled

Handmade vintage styled shadow shelf
constructed from recycled and found timber
from WoodchuckMelbourne

White-washed dining set
at Reinvented Treasures
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Lifestyle

Antique
Tribal Rug by
thebestofrugs

DISCOVER THE NEW STYLISH

‘MORGAN’
BUNK

Boasting a clean and simple
design, the classic ‘Morgan’
range is available with a myriad
of storage options.

1399

$

‘MORGAN’ SINGLE BUNK
Also Available:
‘MORGAN’ KING SINGLE BUNK
‘MORGAN’ 5-DRAWER TALLBOY
‘MORGAN’ 2-DRAWER BEDSIDE TABLE

$1599
$1299
$ 649

High access
point - Harder for
younger children
to climb
Low to floor, great
for young kids

GOLD COAST BUNDALL
Visit www.domayne.com.au

29-45 Ashmore Rd. 5553 2100

Domayne® stores are operated by independent franchisees. Offers not to be used in conjunction with any other offer.
Mattresses, bed linen and accessories shown are optional extras. Ends 31/05/13.

252084_GOL
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Food

4 Ingredients
Gluten Free,
Lactose Free

A Gift of A

GetAwAy!
A 3 day Retreat
19/21 July
Designed especially
for women!

• Reconnect with the real You.
• Get crystal clear on
what you want.
• Give yourself quality time to
rejuvenate and breathe.
• Be supported by likeminded
women, surrounded by the
hinterland rainforest.
• Eat yummy homemade
organic food.
‘Intimate groups’ – limited places
Give Yourself permission to take
some quality time out to reassess
where you are going!

Step out of the
ORDINARY and
be EXTRAORDINARY!
$490 fullY INcluSIvE fOR
cOAST KIDS READERS.
Join Debbie Hogg, Gold coast’s leading
life coach, ANZI coaching
coach of the Year 2010 & regular
contributor coast Kids.
www.debbiehogg.com/Retreat.htm
fREE Scholarships available –
see website and apply
contact Debbie 0412 579064 or
debbie@debbiehogg.com

Your family will thank you!
34 | Coast Kids GC

According to Coeliac Australia, Coeliac disease affects one
in in 100 Australians and another 75% remain undiagnosed.
Best-selling author from the 4 Ingredients cookbook series,
Kim has created more than 60 recipes from mains to
desserts, vegetarian to chocolate – all full of flavour and
using just four ingredients or less. Gluten Free Lactose
Free contains 60 recipes all Gluten Free Lactose Free,
all illustrated with colour images and easy to follow
instructions.
A must-have for those with gluten and lactose intolerances
and the cooks who need inspiration with limited ingredients,
these recipes are clever, healthy, and delicious and will
satisfy everyone.
4 Ingredients Gluten Free Lactose Free is the first release in
Kim McCosker’s “Wellness Trilogy”. In August, 4 Ingredients
Diabetes will launch, followed by 4 Ingredients Allergies to
complete the series in October.

TROPICAL BREAKFAST RISOTTO Serves 4
Ingredients:
1 cup (185g) Arborio rice
1 can (400ml) coconut milk
1⁄4 cup organic raisins
1 cup chopped, firm banana
Method:
In a medium saucepan, combine 2 cups of water with the rice
and bring to a boil. Reduce the heat to medium-low and simmer
uncovered, stirring frequently for creaminess. When the water has
been absorbed, add the coconut milk. As that gets absorbed, but
while still creamy, fold through the raisins and banana. Heat for
another 2 to 3 minutes and serve while the rice is warm and
tender.

Food

Mustard & Thyme Chicken Breast
Serves 2
Ingredients:
2 boneless, skinless chicken breast halves
1⁄4 cup raw honey
1⁄4 bunch fresh lemon thyme
2 tablespoons GF wholegrain mustard

CHOCOLATE, QUINOA &
PECAN MUD CAKE
Serves 8
Ingredients:
2 cups quinoa, rinsed
3 eggs, separated
1 cup pecans, coarsely chopped
200g dark LF chocolate, melted

Method
Preheat the oven to 180°C. Line a baking tray with baking
paper. Butterfly or flatten the chicken breasts. Spread with
honey and mustard. Place the thyme sprigs in the middle
of the breast allowing some of the leaves to hang over one
end. Roll up and secure with kitchen twine or toothpicks.
Place on the baking tray, season with sea salt and pepper,
and bake for 20 minutes, basting halfway through.

Method
Preheat the oven to 180°C. Line 2 x 20cm greaseproof
cake tins with baking paper. In a saucepan, combine the
quinoa and 3 cups of water. Bring to a boil, stir, then
cover and reduce to a simmer. Cook for 15 minutes.
Remove the quinoa from the heat and allow to sit for
5 minutes with the lid on. Meanwhile, in a large bowl,
whisk the egg whites to soft peaks. In a separate bowl,
combine the quinoa, egg yolks and pecans, and mix well.
Add the melted chocolate, and then gently fold through
the egg whites. Pour into the prepared cake pans and
bake for 30 minutes.
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Keeping it Real

Bless You! and
Your Family Too!
With our fast paced lifestyle, kids at school and childcare
and the temperatures dropping, colds and flus are on the
attack. I have been waiting for the weather to cool down
and now it’s finally here, I’m full of snot and phlegm, not
a pretty sight! And although I’ve tried my absolute best
to stop it from spreading to the other family members,
unfortunately all the kids now have runny noses.
Usually I am prepared for this time of year, but this year time has run away from
me. The new school routine and a teething baby seem to have added a bit more of
a challenge to the everyday life. So I took some time out (while hubby took the kids
out) and made a plan.
I chose to take the holistic and natural approach to building up and strengthening the
immune system and have added even more fresh fruits and vegetables to our dishes.
I have added more garlic and onion to our family dinners as they contain compounds
that are similar to over-the-counter cold and flu remedies. I have stocked up on the
probiotics, Vitamin C essential oils such as tea tree and eucalyptus oil.
I was interested to discover how different people use natural remedies to keep
themselves and their families healthy and strong over the colder months.

Words: Amardy Dhanoya
Elizabeth Browne of Miami puts an onion in a bowl in her daughter’s bedrooms
overnight so it absorbs the bacteria of cold and flu viruses. She also puts Vicks on the
bottom of their feet with socks when she feels her or the girls have a cold coming
on. Alyce Thornton from Kool Kids Miami said her staff make sure all the children are
wearing jumpers and shoes especially in the late afternoons in the cooler months so
the kids don’t catch a chill. The centre also burn essential oils in an electric burner to
reduce symptoms of colds, which encourage sleeping and have calming effects on the
children. They wipe down the mats and pillows with eucalyptus oil to keep germs from
spreading from child to child.
For those of you who do want to take a natural approach to health and wellbeing
www.naturaltherapypages.com.au is very informative with lots of great ideas on how
to strengthen the immune system.
Sometimes children tend to tune out when you start talking about staying healthy, so
if you want your children to gain a better understanding of why we all need a healthy
body www.kidshealth.org has a fantastic movie about the immune system and how
it all works.
Our body is regularly exposed to cold and flu viruses and that is why it so important
that our immune system is in great working order.
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Jennifer HArgreAves

INTERNATIONALLY CERTIFIED PAEDIATRIC CRANIOSACRAL
and VISCERAL MOBILIZATION THERAPIST. POST-GRAD ADV. SPORTS,
SPINAL & MuSCuLOSkELETAL PHYSIOTHERAPIST

for Babies, Tots, and Teens up to 19yrs

Join Today
iT’s Free!

• Weekly What’s On listing…
including school holiday fun!
• Helpful, hip info every week!
• New quarterly events with
savvy mama connections

www.savvymama.com.au
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• BIRTH TRAUMA • Brachial Plexus Palsy...nerve injury at birth, Torticollis
• Clumsy Kids, Walking on Toes, Lower Limb Re-Alignment
• Chronic Ear Infections & Pain, Glue Ear, Closed Ear Drum
• Pigeon-Toed, Post-Surgical Club Feet, Flat Feet
• Developmental Dysphasia of the Hip Joint, Congenitally Dislocating Hips
• Sprained Knees and Ankles • Poor Posture, Kyphosis, Scoliosis
• Chondromalacia Patellae, Osgood Schlatters Disease, “Growing Pains”
• Falling Down Injuries, Coccydenia (tail bone pain), Sore Neck & Backs
• Headaches, Head Injuries, Malshaped Cranium...Plagiocephy
• Temporomandibular Joint Pain (jaw), Orthodontic Problems
• Post-Orthodontic Pain (braces)...jaw pain, headaches, neck and back pain
• Colic, Reflux Babies, Constipation, Wind • Difficulty Concentrating, Sleeplessness
• Breathing Difficulties, Asthma & Bronchitis and so much more…

*50%
discountattion

for initial consul teens
for babies, tots &
up to 19
Please
*For discountadvert
mention this ing
when book

Mums and Dad’s too…
EASY FREE PARKING, HICAPS, AFFORDABLE RATES
All Welcome: MEDICARE AvAILABLE
clinic Hours: M-F 7-7; Sat 7-3

PH: 07 5593 6880

5a/2 clAssic WAy BurleigH WAters

www.jhphysio.com.au

F e r t i l i ty l B e auty l S k i n C a r e l N atu r al T h e r ap i e s l H a i r

l A nt i - ag i ng

Being a mum is a great achievement,
a joy and a challenge.
You are still every bit your own person as
well and need to honour your family, by
looking after yourself. You are a woman,
with interests and needs – health, beauty,
social life, career.
All About Her showcases the latest news,
views, products, treatments that can help
you maintain your health and wellbeing from
the inside out.
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Genetic Disease in
Reproductive Medicine
Each of us has 46 chromosomes in all of our cells (except
sperm and eggs which have 23). These chromosomes
are strands of DNA which contain genes which code all
the information for our bodies to be built and function
normally. It is important that these chromosomes carry
all the genetic material necessary in the right balance.
If there is genetic material missing at conception
miscarriage is likely or significant disability may occur in
an ongoing pregnancy.
Extra chromosomal material can also lead to miscarriages
or an array of abnormalities including Down’s Syndrome
(where an extra chromosome 21 is present in every
cell). Children with Down’s syndrome may be otherwise
healthy but many have significant other health problems
associated with the genetic abnormality.
When genetic material is present in the right amount but
the wrong arrangement, the person may be otherwise
healthy but have impaired sperm production or egg quality
which becomes an issue for reproduction. Examples of
this situation include “translocations” and “inversions”.
The genetic material is “switched around or reconfigured”
but is generally all present. These abnormalities are often
found in couples who appear healthy but have difficulty
falling pregnant and in some who repeatedly miscarry.
It is current policy at Queensland Fertility Group Gold
Goast (QFG) to screen all couples undertaking IVF
treatment for any such genetic rearrangements to help
guide treatment. Sometimes couples have abnormalities
which can be diagnosed and sometimes we suspect
problems if IVF cycles are repeatedly unsuccessful.
We have the technology now to screen embryos
created in the IVF process for abnormalities in
chromosome number or configuration by a process called

Words: Dr Gary Swift

preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD). In this process
embryos are cultured to the 8 cell stage on day 3 post
fertilization and then one or two cells can be removed
without damaging the embryo (or future baby). These
cells can undergo genetic testing. Array testing of all
chromosomes in a technique called 24 sure Advance
Embryo Diagnosis® can be offered to look at abnormal
numbers or arrangements in all 23 chromosome pairs or
specific probes may be developed for single gene defects
or specific translocation abnormalities if known.
Some genetic conditions involve single genes, tiny
segments of chromosomes which code for proteins.
Cystic Fibrosis is a common example of this type of
genetic defect. One in 25 caucasians carry the cystic
fibrosis gene and if two carriers fall pregnant with each
other one in four offspring will have the disease.
We currently have the technology to diagnose almost
90% of the genetic abnormalities involved in Cystic
Fibrosis. If one parent is found to carry an abnormal gene
we always screen the other partner. There are many more
“single gene defects” carried on various chromosomes
which we can diagnose.
Some men who carry an abnormal Cystic Fibrosis gene
have an associated abnormality call Congenital Bilateral
Absence of the Vas Deferens (CBAVD) in which the
tubes that carry sperm from the testes don’t develop
properly. This results in “Obstructive Azospermia” where
the ejaculated fluid appears normal however there is no
sperm when checked under the microscope. This can be
overcome with testicular sperm extraction (TESE) and
IVF with ICSI.
Some specific gene deletions in the Y chromosome
of men in the “DAZ region” significantly affect sperm

production and may arrest it all together. These defects
may be overcome with IVF technologies with testicular
sperm extraction (TESE) and intra-cytoplasmic sperm
injection (ICSI). This defect may however be passed on
to male offspring which needs to be considered.
Genetic abnormalities only affect a minority of couples
with fertility problems or recurrent pregnancy losses
however thankfully there is rapidly evolving technology
to help couple if they find themselves faced with any
of these challenging situations. At QFG we routinely
involve Geneticists and Genetic counselors in this difficult
area to help couples deal with the relevant issues and
understand the implications of these genetic issues and
the treatments available.
Dr Gary Swift is a Senior Fertility Speciialist at Queensland
Fertility Group Gold Coast. He is one of the Gold Coast’s
most qualified and experienced infertility doctors. With
a Masters Degree in Reproductive Medicine he can help
guide couples through the complex field of IVF and
Assisted Reproductive Technology. More information is
available at drgaryswift.com.au or download the Dr Gary
Swift app for iphone and android.
More at www.drgaryswift.com.au

IT’S BETTER
SEEDLESS
Easy, Safe, Male Contraception

Dr Greg Anderson | MB BS(Qld),Dip RACOG,FRACGP.

Providing vasectomies since 1993
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Call 07 5530 2822

Suite 5 Bell Place Cnr Bell PL
and Link Way, Mudgeeraba
www.goldcoastvasectomy.com.au
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Rug up for Winter
(your skin that is!)
Without the skin’s acid mantle, the invisible protective
barrier, you would lose moisture at an alarming rate.
Common symptoms of dehydration are tightness of the
skin, rough skin, redness and sensitivity. It is impervious
to water and composed of a complex mix of sebum,
water and chemicals with natural moisturizing factors.
Like a raincoat, your epidermis works hard to keep water
out. So why then, do we use continue to use waterbased products on our skin in the pursuit of hydration?
According to skincare expert, Omniderm’s Sue Dann, “It
may sound odd, but exposing the skin to water actually
results in dehydration. That’s why fingers go wrinkly if
you bathe too long.”
Instead, Sue recommends a light oil-based moisturiser,
year round, but particularly as we move in to winter.
“Winter is a tough test for your acid mantle because
external factors, such as wind, cold temperatures
alternating with artificial heat all zap moisture from the
skin,” she says. “You address this imbalance by protecting
your skin against moisture loss with a light oil-based
moisturizer.”

The skin cannot absorb the water in water-based skin
care creams, in fact, they can make your skin even more
dehydrated.
“The water contained in a water-based moisturizer
evaporates so quickly that the skin doesn’t have time to
re-establish its own protective barrier of oil and water,”
explains Sue. “It all comes down to one simple fact:
healthy levels of hydration in the skin are only possible
with a light oil-based cream that mimics the skin’s
natural acid mantle.
“Rather than claiming to deliver water into the skin, a
good skin care cream will help the skin retain the skin’s
own moisture.”
Scientifically formulated products, like those in the
Dr. Spiller range, mimic the skin’s natural acid mantle,
supporting and reinforcing the skin’s natural barrier
function.
“Think of it like a warm winter coat - it protects you
from the elements and keeps you comfortable,” says Sue.
“That’s precisely what a brilliant moisturizer does: it’s an
additional protective layer that helps to shield your skin

from the harsh elements. The Dr. Spiller oil-based creams
with an oil content as low as 19% feel very light and
penetrate quickly into the skin.”
With more than 30 years’ experience as a qualified beauty
therapist and trainer, Sue is an advocate for tailoring
skincare to the individual as season’s and needs change.
“The Dr. Spiller range contains high-tech formulations
that have the precise balance of active and nourishing
ingredients to keep your skin looking and functioning at
its best.”
Available at selected salons and spas. For further
information visit www.dr-spiller.com.au

“ To witness the birth of a child is
our best opportunity to experience the
meaning of the word miracle.”
Paul Carvel, Belgian author and philosopher

Fertility IVF
Laparoscopic Surgery
Obstetrics Gynaecology
like us on

(Dr Gary Swift)

www.drgaryswift.com.au
Suite 4, Level 1 Pindara Place
13 Carrara Street, Benowa, 4217
Ph: (07) 5564 6017 Fax: (07) 5564 7940

Dr Gary Swift
MBBS (QLD) FRANZCOG, MReprodMed (UNSW)
Leading Specialist in Reproductive
Medicine and Surgery
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Winterproof Your Hair
Whether hair is straight or curly, short or
long, shiny or matte, the latest winter trends
for hair are distinctive styles and vivid colour.
Care and maintenance are imperative, especially
as hair can become dry and coarse in the harsh
winter months.

SOS HAIR CARE:

According to Tracey Hughes, Creative Director, Mieka
Hairdressing, while winter gives most of us a chance to
recover from the harsh summer elements such as sun, sea
and chlorine, the colder months bring their own challenges,
especially on the Gold Coast where temperatures fluctuate
between the extremes and UV damage is a threat all
year round.

Winter is a great time to replenish lost moisture. Invest in
a professional at-home treatment and use once a week.

“As there is less moisture in the air during winter, we need
to focus on nourishment,” says Tracey. “The best advice
is to invest in a weekly moisture treatment. Kerastase is
my favourite range to use in winter. This is because it is
a luxury brand, which ensures divine hair transformation,
and encourages healthy, rich hair. Since Kerastase is
prescriptive, we choose the most appropriate products to
suit each individuals hair types needs.”

Invest in regular in-salon deep hair conditioning treatments,
as they are a great preventative and therapeutic measure.
Prescriptive hair and scalp treatment can be designed to
suit your individual hair type, to help your hair bounce back
after the harsh summer.

Be religious about regular haircuts. Rid yourself of dead
ends every five to six weeks. Having a regular appointment
will ensure that you will keep your hair looking fantastic
in winter and throughout the rest of the year, with an
ongoing maintenance program.
It’s a great idea to update your look with the seasons,
particularly with your color. Winter is the perfect
opportunity to go darker and/or add more richness to your
tone. Going darker always adds more nourishment to the
hair than going lighter.
During the winter months - since we don’t have the luxury
of drying our hair naturally - your hair can suffer from

greater mechanical damage. This is due to the use of heat
styling tools, such as hair dryers, irons and tongs. Therefore,
when using any heat tools, always use a heat protecting
styling product, to protect your hair from excessive heat
use. This will also give you a smoother finished result.
More at www.miekahairdressing.com.au

Tress SOS
Kerastase Nutritive
Masquintense Highly
Concentrated Nourishing
Treatment
This luxurious cream treatment
provides intense nourishment
to coarse hair, softening hair
without weighing it down.
REF. Moisture Shampoo &
Conditioner
Sulfate Free 543
Sulfate and paraben free, the
new REF. Moisture Shampoo
& Conditioner Sulfate Free
543 combination will give you
smoother, more manageable hair.
Damaged or stressed hair will be
signiﬁcantly nourished, delivering
a healthy natural sheen. Using
natural extracts of Omega-rich
linseed oil and ultra-emollient
Tamanu Oil, REF is ultra-gentle
and healing for the hair.
For Stockists, Tel: (03) 9510
6051 or visit www.luxbc.com.au
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REF. Heat Protection Spray
Protect your hair from heated
appliances with this paraben-free
heat protectant spray from REF,
the perfect product to be used
with any heat appliance such a hair
dryer, straightening irons or curling
tongs. It forms a protective layer on
the hair, whilst imparting shine
and light hold.
More at www.luxbc.com.au

REF. Colour
Treatment Mask
Sulfate Free 542
Seal in your
salon colour and
enhance it with the
new REF Colour
Treatment Mask Sulfate Free
542, which is full of fantastic natural
ingredients that is designed for use
on all colour-treated hair. Hair is left
looking rich and luminous, longer.
More at www.luxbc.com.au

Moroccanoil
Intense
Hydrating Mask
Deeply hydrate your locks and restore
a brilliant shine with MOROCCANOIL
Intense Hydrating Mask. After just
one treatment of 5-7 minutes, hair is
rehydrated, shinier and looks and feels
healthy and soft.
Tigi Bed Head
Treat Me Right
A stimulating and conditioning mask that
is like a spa treatment for hair, Bed Head
Treat Me Right has a
peppermint tingle to get
the follicles going and
leaves hair silky soft.
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Taking a Short Cut
You over hear some funny things around the
Coast Kids Headquarters: “Sure I’ll climb on
the outside of Q1”, was one of my favourites
or “Yes we will go sailing in the Whitsundays”,
was another cracker. However when I heard
the editor/wife say “No, Luke hasn’t had a
vasectomy yet!” my ears started burning real
bad.
Don’t get me wrong, I am not against male contraception,
and it is something that we had in the past agreed would
happen when we had our third and last ball of energy. I
was however of the belief that the third child had done a
good enough job as far as contraception went and I was
off the hook for a bit longer. But thanks to our brilliant
sales and editorial team this wasn’t meant to be.
Now I am not sure what it is that gets blokes so worked
up when you say the ‘V word’ (not that one, the other
one). We are pretty open with our group of friends so for
the next couple of months my balls were the hot topic of
conversation with some varying opinions.
The guys were dead against it. There was some slight
sympathy and begrudging acceptance that they too would
eventually follow in my footsteps, but mostly there was a
lot of nervous laughter.
The girls on the other hand got what I like to call the
“Opera effect” happening. You know when there is a
suggestion that requires a bit of sacrifice from a male and
all the girls get together and start talking in GGL (Group
Girl Language). I heard a lot of “right on sista” and “you
go girlfriend” and of course “you carried your babies for
NINE months about time he did something!” Not a lot of
sympathy there!
After several postponements – (I found out that physical
activity is a no for a week after and the surf was looking
really good) – I finally booked in with The Gold Coast
Vasectomy Clinic at Mudgeeraba. The ladies in the office
were very helpful with the booking and gave me plenty
of information about the procedure all of which I blindly
ignored as I was committed and didn’t need any excuses.

Words: Luke O’Connor

The day of the procedure finally arrived, I had a great
surf in the morning and I went in feeling good about
everything, until I walked through the door! I am not sure
what the problem was, but I got really nervous. I was
telling everyone who would listen that it was no big deal,
but for some reason I was a bit weak at the knees.
The wife/ editor does a radio spot on the ABC on
Thursdays 10:10am (shameless plug!) and on it she is
joined by a friend and fellow columnist Anthony Sherratt.
Not content with sharing the fact I was going though this
procedure with our friends Keeley decided to have a chat
on the radio about it.
Anthony made a comment that I now feel has a certain
amount of truth to it. He said he too was committed to
the procedure but there was something in his instincts, his
primal makeup that was preventing from making himself
sterile! I am not sure if that is why I was suddenly feeling
like I was trapped and needed to run away but it kept
ringing in my ears. Thanks, Anthony!
After taking a few deep breaths and calming myself down
the ladies introduced me to Dr. Greg Anderson. Greg was
great to talk to and thoroughly went over the procedure
and any possible side effects quite thoroughly even though
I was quite anxious to get the show on the road so to
speak. He has been doing vasectomies at his surgery for
the past twenty years, which did give me some comfort,
and also the thought it’s strange what some people do
for a living.
Now being totally honest, the procedure itself wasn’t really
a highlight for me, even though it was exactly as described
by Dr Anderson. I didn’t feel any pain or discomfort and
it was all over relatively quickly it was however slightly
embarrassing making small talk to another man why he is
intently concentrating on my privates. I was very relived
though that it all went smoothly. He didn’t once yell out
to the nurse to come check this out, or claim, he hadn't
seen anything like that before!
The recovery from my surgery (yes I am calling it that)
was a little frustrating. There was definitely swelling and

THE RECOMENDED KIDS HAIR SPECIALISTS!
NITPRO LICE REMOVAL

some pain involved but it probably could have been avoided
if I took it a bit easier and stayed off my feet for a couple
of days after, as was suggested to me by the doctor, I
went to work the next day!.
A week or so after and you would never know that you
had the snip except for the sympathetic phone calls I
was getting from mates asking me how the boys were,
probably the only time in your life it is expectable to ask
another man about his cajones!
So the big question-would I recommend having it
done? It’s a massive personal call but other than a bit
of inconvenience, discomfort, and a frustrating week of
recovery, there is no real reason not too. It is the most
effective form of permanent birth control so if you are
over the dirty nappies it could well be for you. And if
you are like me, it’s a great excuse to get a sympathy
surfboard without any argument.

MUM!

WE MAKE BIG NOISE,
WE WIGGLE & SQUIRM...
BUT AT ZIGGETTY SNIPITS
WE CAN’T WAIT
FOR OUR TURN!

ROBINA 0755 808 212
HOPE ISLAND 0755 140 796
TWEED 0755 241 110

NOW OPEN
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finance

Poor Planning = poor performance,
so this year, why not be prepared?
Words: Ron Gibson

Pre-end of financial year tax planning usually involves forecasting taxable
incomes and includes preparing tax minimising strategies that need to be
adopted before June 30. There is also a number of things you should consider
yourself prior to the end of the year, here is my top ten for this year.

1.

Does anything need repairing in a rental property or
business premises. If the repairs are brought forward
(i.e. pre 30 June) it allows you to write off the expense
in this financial year. However, don’t confuse ‘repairs’ with
‘improvements and renovations’ as these are handled in
a different way and are usually written-off over 25 or
40 years.

2
3

Can you fill up the office supplies and stationery
cabinet before year-end?

Think about paying subscriptions to professional
journals and memberships to professional associations
before the end of the financial year.

4

If you intend travelling for business early next financial
year, consider booking and paying for the airfares and
accommodation before 30 June. Use the same strategy
with seminars and conferences that take place after the
end of the financial year.

5

Check your cash-flow forecast to determine what
deductions you are able to bring forward. Decide
whether prepaying motor vehicle registration and
compulsory third party insurance is feasible.

6

Consider prepaying insurance premiums if they fall
in July or August i.e. workers compensation, building
insurance, income protection insurance, professional
indemnity or keyman insurance.

7
8

Prepay rent on your business premises.

If required purchase assets and equipment, office
equipment and motor vehicles. This year there is
instant asset write off available of up to $6.500

9
10

A big deduction is available for prepaying interest paid
on investment loans if cash flow allows.

Analyse your debtor’s ledger before 30 June to
identify bad debts. Make a genuine attempt to
recover the debt by year-end so you can decide whether
or not the debt is ‘bad’. If so write it off. This will ensure
that you don’t pay tax on income you didn’t receive.
More at www.gibsonandassociates.com.au
These are just general examples and may not apply to your situation,
please get advice before acting on any of the information contained
in this article.

Tax, Planning & Strategy Business Growth & Profit
Certified Practising Accountant (CPA) specialises in providing personal professional tax and
financial management solutions for individuals and businesses.
We can assist in a broad range of accounting and tax matters from simple tax preparation, to
business structure set-up and tax planning, business coaching and audits. Other services include
proactive management reporting, budgets, cash flows and assistance with loans and insurance.
If you would like to make an appointment (initial consultations are free)
please call. (07) 5607 0695

Our office is located on
Level 1 in the Big B Arcade,
50 James Street, Burleigh Heads
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Zombies
in Paradise
starts
8 June
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CHARITY BEGINS AT HOME

Vive la Volunteer
Let's highlight OUR community and those who give a
little… or a lot.
One of the welcoming faces at the RSPCA store at Robina
Village, Marie Claire Straddon came to the Gold Coast, via
Tasmania, from her birth place, Mauritius.
“I met my husband, Graham, in South Africa. We both
worked as croupiers in the casino there. He was English
and had Australian citizenship, so we decided to migrate.
Tasmania was the only place with a casino in 1979, so we
moved there. When Jupiters opened in 1980, Graham came
up to the Gold Coast to train the croupiers and we soon
moved here.”
Tragically, Graham passed away, but Marie Claire stayed
in her adopted city, content with the mild weather, which
reminds her of Mauritius, her group of friends and her
volunteer work.
“I love animals. I have three dogs – a Staffie, a Shar Pei and

a Maltese. I am here to help raise money for the animals.”
Marie Claire works shifts in the recycled clothing and goods
store Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday
“I like the people I meet, the people I work with,
management.”
Marie Claire was recently awarded a Certificate of
Appreciation for her years of dedicated service to the
RSPCA.
She encourages others to try volunteering, whether that’s at
the local school, daycare centre, op shop, or via Volunteering
Gold Coast which has a diverse range of vocational and
community options on their books.
“Charities rely on volunteers,” she says. “You get to be
involved in your community, meet all kinds of people and
contribute to something worthwhile.”
More at www.volunteeringgc.org.au

Now They See
My Smile…
Not my Acne
treatment helps
clear existing acne
while helping prevent
future breakouts for
a healthier looking
complexion.
• Helps remove blackheads, oils and debris
• Reduces pore size appearance
• Improves skin tone and texture

Samantha Keim RN

0404 091 494

sam@skinmatters.net.au
www.skinmatters.net.au

An Effective Acne Treatment for Dramatically Clearer Skin
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Private
Midwifery
Practice
PRegnAnCy, BiRth & PoSt- BiRth CARe
See the same midwife for your pregnancy, birth and for up
to six weeks post birth l Care centred around your individual
needs l no waiting time in our Ashmore clinic l Quality
education and support l 24 hr access to your own midwife.
Medicare and health Fund rebates available l initial information
session is bulk billed.
Suite 50,
207 Currumburra Rd
Ashmore 4214
P: 07 5631 4222
F: 07 5539 6675

e: goldcoast@mymidwives.com.au
F: facebook.com/gCMidwives
W: mymidwives.com.au

Coast Kids GC
at Centro Surfers Paradise Shopping Centre these school holidays
We all know how much children can get attached to their
teddy bears, so imagine their delight when you can take them
to build their very own furry friend. At Build A Bear workshop
little ones can choose from over 30 pawfect friends to create
and love with lots of bear hugs. The Build-A-Bear Workshop
at Centro Surfers Paradise is a teddy–bear themed experience
with an interactive process that allows children from 3 to 103 to create their own
huggable companions. Children and adults alike can record a message or song for
the heart, stuff it with love and best wishes and dress to suit any beary occasion
with all the latest accessories. Once your child’s bear has been stuffed, hugged
and given a heart, your child names their new best friend and a birth certificate
is created. Build-A-Bear Workshop is for every child and the child at heart looking
for a pawsome experience!
Ph. 07 5679 0155 www.buildabear.com.au

Have you experienced glow in the dark bowling yet? At
Surfers Paradise Tenpin Bowl you and the family can go
fluoro crazy with glow in the dark bowling guaranteed to
keep the whole family entertained. With the latest music
and video clips to keep the kids moving and grooving and
a decor of fluro pinks and greens to take the adults back
to the 80’s everyone is sure to have a rolling good time! Plus for the little kids,
they have bumper bowling and ramps to avoid the tears that come from gutter
balls! With the latest in state of the art bowling technology and located on Level
1 at Centro Surfers Paradise you are guaranteed to have a unique and memorable
experience.
Ph. 5538 5222 www.surferstenpin.com.au

Take a trip back in time and release your inner
Gangster or Southern Belle and visit Old Time
Photos where you can be part of the Gold
Rush era.
Old Time Photos have the largest range
of authentic Old Time Costumes including
the Roaring 20’s, Victorian, Southern Belle,
Gangsters, Western Saloon and Bar girls and
cowboys.
Makes a great gift too and with the photos
ready in 10 minutes, you don’t have to wait too
long to see how good you all look !
Ph. 5539 0019
www.oldtimephotos.com.au

Ever wanted to learn how to surf the waves and have
fun while doing it? Why not come ride the waves with
Australia’s favourite Surf School. With over 25 years
experience, this company prides itself on being one of
the industry leaders. Go Ride A Wave’s fully qualified instructors will make your
experience safe, action packed and enjoyable, with the aim to have you up and
standing in your first lesson! So if you want to learn how to surf and have a bit
of fun with the kids, why not try surf lessons for a bit of fun! 2 hour lessons
run EVERYDAY at 10am and 2pm and surf lesson packages and hire equipment
are available. Go Ride A Wave is located at the beach end of Cavill Mall, opposite
the famous Surfers Paradise sign.
Ph. 1300 132 441 www.gorideawave.com.au
Want to avoid the “we're bored” and “there’s nothing to
do” from your kids these school holidays? Done with
the Theme parks and busy crowds? Well why not come
and play in one of the largest Timezone’s in the Southern
Hemisphere! There is something for everyone! With the latest cutting
edge interactive attractions and entertainment products, you can test out your
special operative skills with laser skirmish, drive a little crazy in the dodgem cars,
relax with 18 hole mini golf or get your adrenalin pumping with the typhoon roller
coaster simulator. With packages to suit everyone you don’t need to break the bank
these school holidays. Timezone located in Centro Surfers Paradise is open 9am
to Midnight every day! Sure to beat any boredom blues, the only problem you will
have is trying to get the kids to leave!
Ph. 5539 9500 www.timezonegoldcoast.com.au

3 Levels of shopping, dining &
entertainment.
Cavill Mall Surfers Paradise
www.centrosurfersparadise.com.au
1995_2869_CSP CoastKids_300x240mmAd_2012.indd 1
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Mamas that rock

Mamas
that Rock!
Shantelle Hayward is a mum with stamina! Not only
does she manage a family, she has several businesses
on the go at once. Fortunately, two are fitness related
so she has plenty of energy and is flexible and fit!

Business
Tell us about your business?
I have two businesses: 'Saison Design' and 'Zumba with Shantelle'. Saison Design is my
interior design business, and I specialise in custom-designed interiors for residential and
commercial projects. I love being an interior designer and creating spectacular spaces.
I teach all the Zumba specialties: Zumba Fitness, Zumba Toning, Zumba Sentao, Aqua
Zumba, Zumba Gold and Zumbatomic. I teach 17 classes per week, and I love every
second. I am passionate about health and fitness, and love sharing my knowledge
and passion with others. As well as being a Zumba instructor, I am also the official
ZumbaWear reseller for the Gold Coast. I stock all of the gorgeous ZumbaWear clothes
specially designed for Zumba. Needless to say, I am a very busy person!!

How did you get in to Zumba?
I was very overweight and unhappy myself when I first started Zumba. I felt fat and
frumpy, and wanted to feel healthy and strong again. I went to a Zumba class to try it,
and that started the process for me. I worked hard, lost over 30kgs, and then became
a Zumba instructor myself. I am now 39 years old, and I am the fittest, strongest and
healthiest that I have ever been.

What is a typical day for you?

Who does the cooking and cleaning at your house?
I cook when I am not teaching Zumba, and my husband cooks when I am at Zumba. I
predominately do most of the cleaning inside our home, and my hubby looks after the
never-ending jobs outside. But my hubby also helps with inside tasks as well - I am
incredibly blessed to have such a wonderful husband. He works so hard.

If you have 10 minutes to yourself, what do you do?
To be completely honest, 10 minutes to myself is a major luxury!! I don't have time to
just sit and do nothing, as much as I would love that. But if I do have the opportunity
for a little down-time, I like to just sit quietly by myself and let my mind rest. I find
this incredibly therapeutic.

Kids

What do you do for childcare?

There are no typical days for me! Because I run these businesses, I juggle the
responsibilities of each business into my day. I am the master of multi-tasking!! During
most days I will have meetings for Saison Design, or administration tasks for this
business. Then in the evenings I teach my Zumba classes. But there is a huge amount
of overlap. There is a great deal of work that goes into being a Zumba instructor practising new choreography, working on marketing and administration, not to mention
the huge amount of time allocated to the ZumbaWear portion of my business. So
these tasks are allocated time during the day, evening, weekend - whenever I can find
a spare moment!

My gorgeous son goes to kindy three days a week, and spends two days a week with
his grandparents. On the days where I don't have morning meetings, I keep my son
at home and we have amazing 'Mummy/Son' time. We play trains, Lego, read books,
kick the soccerball and run around our property - just have fun together. We pick him
up early from kindy when we can and spend time together having fun before I go to
Zumba. And my son loves Zumba - he often comes with me. He is quite a little hiphop dancer already......he has fantastic rhythm and coordination. I am so proud of him.

Do you have help around the house?

My son is only 3 1/2, so he doesn't do many extracurricular activities at all. He goes
to swimming classes on a Saturday morning, which he loves. Because we have such
busy lives, we want to spend our time away from work with our son. But as he gets
older, I am sure he will want to do sport (probably soccer - he can kick really well!!),
and I will definitely encourage that. He is a fit, healthy, energetic child and I would love
him to continue that. I think kids doing sport is a fantastic thing.

No, my husband and I look after our home ourselves. We live on acreage here on the
Coast, and looking after that is a full-time job in itself. I am sure all of you with
acreage can attest to that! But we love the space and tranquility that comes with
living on acreage.....not that we have much time to enjoy it, unfortunately.
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Do your kids do many extracurricular activities?

Mamas that rock
What do you do for fun as a family?
We like to be outdoors and enjoy the gorgeous Gold Coast weather. Going to the beach,
park, riding our bikes (our son has a kiddies seat on the back of my hubby's bike - so
cute). We have recently bought a canoe, and we are looking forward to taking our son
canoeing along our lovely rivers here on the Coast..

Fun
What is your favourite thing to do for date night with your
partner?
Date night - what is date night? Gosh, we are always so exhausted by the weekend
that a good night for us is getting our son tucked up in bed, then watching a DVD
with a glass of red wine! But on the odd occasion that we do go out, we like to have
a seafood platter at a lovely restaurant, then walk along the beach. Bliss.

What is your favourite Gold Coast place?
We love being near the beach, and Currumbin Beach is one of our favourite spots. I
love the area near the rocks on the beach - beautiful.

How about favourite place to eat out as a family?
We don't eat out a lot, but when we do, we like to share seafood together. A recent
favourite has been Japanese Teppanaki. My son gets a thrill seeing the chefs cook the
food on the hotplate in front of him and throwing their utensils around. And he has
learnt some Japanese at kindy, so he loves talking to the staff using his Japanese
words. They really love it - a cute little blonde boy talking Japanese to them - so
gorgeous!!

Girl Stuff
Where do you head to when you get time for a girls’ night out?
I actually went out a few weeks ago for my first 'Girl's Night Out' in almost a decade!!
I felt so out of touch with what is happening 'out there', but we had a lovely time
anyway. We went to Jupiter's for dinner, then went dancing afterwards.

What is your best beauty tip for mums?
Permanent eyelash extensions are my essentials - no need for mascara, and you look
'made-up' all the time. I just add a bit of bronzing powder on my cheeks and a bit of
lipgloss and I am ready to go. I don't wear a lot of make-up anyway, but I find this
gives me a polished look with almost no effort.

Favourite place to shop?
For business and normal every-day clothes, I like the variety at Robina Town Centre. If
I am looking for something special, I like to go to Marina Mirage..

Tips
Must have parenting tip or tool?
Spend quality time with your family. We all have busy lives, but make sure the time
that you spend with your family is special. Do things with your kids that they love play games, read books, run around outside. Really enjoy the time that you are with
them.

Can you share any tips on the finding the right balance and
that juggling act?
Make sure there is work time and there is family time. Kids are more than happy to
be playing with their friends at kindy whilst you are working, if they know that they
will have time with you when they get home. So if you are a busy parent with a crazy
working life, that's OK - as long as you have quality time with your kids as well. And
I have found that my son has flourished in this environment - he gets the best of
all worlds. He is socially adept, as he has loads of friends at kindy to play with, and
he gets the stimulation and order of the 'school' environment in the kindy as well. He
gets to spend time with his grandparents, and he spends lots of time with us. He is
independent, intelligent, creative, athletic and funny. And I believe that the combination
of everything in his life has given this to him. And I wouldn't change it for the world.

How do you stay motivated?
My motivation comes from my love of what I do. Every day brings something new,
with new challenges and opportunities. I believe very much in the Law of Attraction you put good things out there, and you will get good things back. And I practise this
in my life every day. In return, I have been blessed with a wonderful life filled with
amazing people. That keeps me motivated.

What does Zumba offer people who may have struggled with
fitness in the past?
Zumba is fun, and I believe that is the key to success. Fitness for many people is
boring - treadmills, gyms, weights - many people do not find this kind of exercise
stimulating. And so you stop after a little while, no matter how dedicated you were in
the beginning. But Zumba is different - wonderful music, a great workout and fantastic
people around you sharing your goals. My philosophy in my Zumba classes is simple come to a welcoming place of acceptance where you can work to achieve your fitness
goals whilst having fun at the same time.
More at www.zumbashantelle.com.

nanny...
but what you really need is an Au Pair.
You want a

A nanny would be a wonderful luxury, but an au pair could be
more practical and accessible.
Go on - what are you waiting for? One call is all
• You actually DON’T need to pay au pair’s
(up to 4 hrs a day comes free)
• They are personally screened by us and need to meet
strict criteria
• They are chosen from polite, child aware backgrounds
and cultures
• They offer great opportunities for you and your children
to experience foreign cultures
• All you need to offer is a room and 3 meals a day

it takes to get back some time you deserve?

(07) 5520 4442

aupairhouse.com.au

AuPairHouse

aupair-nanny-housekeeper accommodation
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HOLIDAY FUN
Keep the kids entrained and stimulated
with our fun holiday classes...
craft, cooking, dancing, games and lots more!
1 1/2hr classes available with a maximum of 8
children in each class. Every class will be different
and all sessions are suitable for children
aged 3-9 years.
Bookings are essential.

Ph: 5535 4723
1/22 Township Drive, Burleigh Heads
www.learningblockscentre.com.au

Little hands. big ideas.
crazy creative fun!
Let your little ones (aged 4+) join in the
creative fun at Kids Craft Club. We encourage
hands-on craftiness with a variety of activities
to inspire them.
SPECIAL SCHOOL HOLIDAY EDITION
Thursdays & Fridays: 9.30am - 11.30am

Phone 0404 087 114 or book online
at kidscraftclub.com.au/bookings

Places to go and fun things
to do. Keep the kids busy and
happy these school holidays!

The Great LEGO Building Challenge at The Pines
Come along to the heats from Mon 24 to Fri 28 June!
Heat 1 – 10.30am: 3-7 years
Heat 2 – 11.30am: 8-14 years
Heat 3 – 12.30pm: 3-7 years
Heat 4 – 1.30pm: 8-14 years
No pre-booking of contestants and entry if free.
The first 30 contestants at each heat for their age
group will be eligible to enter.
Finals – Saturday 29 June
Final 1 – 11.30am: 3-7 years
Final 2 – 12.30pm: 8-14 years
Great LEGO prizes to be won!

Visit www.thepineselanora.com.au
for more school holiday info.

the height of family fun!
Head to Tamborine Rainforest Skywalk,
surrounded by 30 acres of magnificent rainforest,
pristine creek and rockpools. This eco-adventure
allows you to explore the rainforest canopies and
habitat in a unique way. You’ll thrill at the stable
steel-structured bridge that winds through the
canopy, combined with the 40m long Skywalk
Cantilever soaring 30m over the creek below.
Pram and child friendly, 300m wheelchair accessible.
Open Every Day, except Christmas Day.

More at www.rainforestskywalk.com.au

The SPC Holiday Program
A great way to keep the kids entertained during
the school holidays. Children will have the opportunity
to learn Acrobatics, Trapeze, Tight Wire, Juggling,
Balancing Globe, Gymnastics, Trampolining and
Tumbling, Games and so much more…
Our holiday programs are aimed at introducing children
to the art of circus, acrobatics and gymnastics and
are for beginners or children with some experience.
Program suitable for children aged 5 – 13 years
Jump online and book now

www.superperformancecentre.com.au
Phone: 07 5532 8429

Social-Skills Holiday Intensive Programme
People want to be included and accepted,
yet their attempts to do so often result in exclusion
and rejection. Your child will learn social behaviours
leading to likely inclusion and acceptance!
5x1hr sessions with similar aged peers!
(1) Tues-25.06.13 (2) Wed-26.06.13
(3) Fri-28.06.13 (4) Tues-02.07.13
(5) Fri-05.07.13
All 11.30am to 12.30pm

Call Fabic for more information 07 5530 5099

To advertise on our school holiday page contact advertising@coastkidsgc.com.au for more details.
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Drawing & Illustration Classes:
Fun art workshops for kids aged 6-13yrs
Pencil, Pastel and Watercolour techniques taught by
children's book illustrator Susy Boyer.
Tuesdays & Thursdays 3-5pm.
Drawing For Boys:
Boys only workshops in Pencil & Pen techniques.
Focusing on things boys like to draw! Ages 6-13yrs
Mondays 3-5pm
All materials supplied.
Studio 1, Rabbit & Cocoon. 23 Hillcrest Pde Miami

Bookings required: Ph: 0413 134426
susy@susyboyerart.com

"Give your child confidence in the water by
booking them into swim lessons with JUMP!
Swim Schools Miami. Specialising in babies and
beginners classes, indoor heated pool."

Book online at www.jumpswimschools.com.au
Phone: 07 5608 4019
6/54-56 Paradise Ave Miami

THE VERY BEST FUN YOU CAN HAVE ON 2 FEET!!!!!!
With 2 locations in Surfers Paradise and in Carrara
Markets, there are hours of fun for everyone.
Surfers Paradise has two 18 hole indoor courses
and an outdoor course.
The new location in Carrara Markets has both an
indoor and an outdoor course.
All courses in both locations have glo in the dark
caves, dinosaurs and marvelous photo opportunities.
An exciting and affordable experience for all.

www.kingtuttsputtputt.com.au

LEAP and BOUND into Fitness
these school holidays!
Get active along with the kids in our parent and
kid fitness classes! Fitness fun such as Olympic
circuits, Old School games, Parachute games and
so much more!
Dates and locations can be found on our
WEBSITE from 20th June.

www.ChildrensFitnessCentre.com.au

Visit Pacific Fair's FroZone these school holidays
for an unforgettable winter adventure. There's
ice skating, stage shows and loads of activities,
including special 'Brekky by the Ice' sessions to
enjoy with the family every Sunday.

Visit pacificfair.com.au for full details.

Do you have a school holiday
activity you would like to
promote to GC families?
Join our SCHOOL'S OUT feature
every school holidays!
Email: advertising@coastkidsgc.com.au
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Meet ist
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Campaign Creative
Given half of you may read this through school holidays
I have tried to go for something that can be done in
Vacation Care programs, ideas for school teachers or if
your kids are school aged and want to do a bit of role
playing. You never know where this project might lead
them.

Thomas Dawson is aged nine and
attends Mrs Red’s Saturday art
classes. Thomas is renowned for his
concentration levels in an art project
where his legs uncontrollably find
their way up on to the table, ending
with him lying across a table in the
middle of the art room, completing his
work. Let’s just say, this interview
was one of my toughest! You will see
why by his answers.

ArCtTS

PROh JMErs Red
wit

e
Words: Jan

Whittred

Tell us Thomas, what year are you
in this year and which school do you
attend? I am in Grade 4 at Somerset
College.
What is your favourite subject at
school and why? Maths, but I don’t know
why.
Why do you like doing art so much?
Because I like drawing.
What is your favourite kind of art to
do? I like cartoon drawing in pencil.
What would you like to do when you
finish school? I would like to design Lego
sets and also computer games.
Do you have a favourite song? No
What is your favourite colour? Black
Do you have any pets at home? I have
two fish and am going to get a British
Bulldog soon.
If you could go anywhere in the world
for a holiday, where would you go and
who would you take? To the snow,
because I have never been before and I
would take my family.
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Before I did my Diploma of Education, I studied and then
worked as a Graphic Designer and spent a few years
working with advertising agencies. Then about a month
ago, I was flicking through a way-cool magazine and came
across this beautiful illustration of a branded sparkling
water. The logo wasn’t that clear, there was no supporting
text, just a water colour illustration and it said everything!
This then became the focus of my Saturday kids art class
and the results were as always, pretty out there and very
imaginative.

“Stopping advertising to save money is like stopping
your watch to save time.”
Henry Ford

Did you
know?

Australia is responsibl
e
for Coca-Cola’s
‘most admired’
advertising campaign,
worldwide: the ‘Share
a Coke’ campaign,
printing popular boys
and girls names
on their labels.

How to:
I began the class with a role play. I was the client
and the kids were my Designers. I told them I had a
new drink that I wanted to launch and would they
please design everything for me, on a big poster. I
wanted a great name, an amazing supporting image
and in the background they could draw extra to
support their new product. I provided them with a
range of drink bottles so they could follow the simple
shapes. When doing all of this, I was very aware not
to restrict them to ‘healthy’ alternatives. This is for
them to go nuts with and didn’t want them to feel
they had to add images of fruit etc. As it turned out
most of them did anyway!
This activity took the Saturday class between 1.5 to
2 hours to complete. Big drawings take time and with
more space, more drawing happens.

Please visit
www.mrsredsartroom.com.au for adult,
teen and children's art workshops, birthday
parties and other art events.

FREEl

Initia n
tio
Consulta

Dr Scott McNab BDSc (Qld), MDSc (Ortho) (Qld), Dento-maxillofacial Radiography (Qld)
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Super kids

find fun at SPC
Open at its new facility for over 12 months,
Super Performance Centre (SPC) is the place
for children to learn the art of gymnastics,
acrobatics, cheer and circus.
There are programs suited to each individual with
recreational and circus fun classes or something a little
more disciplined with competitive and performance
based classes.
The SPC team is made up of 25 coaches who run
the programs, all with accreditation from Gymnastics
Australia.
Morning programs focus on the fundamentals of
gymnastics and acrobatics for pre-school aged children,
aged 18 months to 5 years. As well as having fun, kids
learn how to balance, roll, spring and swing in a safe,
fully-equipped centre.
Your children will also have the opportunity to try out
the new foam pit where they can jump from the
trampoline into the foam! There are two full gymnastics

floors and a brand new
16m tumble trampoline
which enables kids to
work on their jumping and
tumbling.
SPC doesn’t just cater
to the under-5 market.
There are extremely popular
afternoon programs for Prep
aged children through to teens and adults.
A family owned centre, SPC boasts a vast array of
awesome activities and varieties of programs which
makes them unique on the Gold Coast.
Enquire about the SPC special promotion for the month
of June for morning classes for children aged 18 months
to 5 Years in their Kindy Programs. Try a class for FREE
(bookings essential). Tel: 5532 8429. Building 2c/2
Middleton Street Ashmore.
More at www.SuperPerformanceCentre.com.au

The Good Fairies provide
magical entertainment for
all special occasions and
tailor packages to suit any budget.
Bringing along their special Fairy fun and excitement, the
Good Fairies are dedicated to making sure your event is
unforgettable and stress free!
For fabulous birthday parties, fairy facepainters and balloon
benders or fairy activity programs for weddings, christenings
and corporate events, look no further than the Good Fairies.
With over 18 years experience successfully entertaining
children you’ll love everything about their personalised
Fairy entertainment services.

KWONDOWORKZ
“The Ultimate Martial Arts Studio”
BAEKJUL MARTIAL ARTS

LITTLE NINJAS 2-5 YEARS
KWONDO KIDZ 5-7 YEARS
ADVANCED KWONDO KIDZ 7-9 YEARS
JUNIOR & SENIOR TAEKWON-DO 9 YEARS +
JUNIOR & SENIOR MMA 8 YEARS +

WE DO BIRTHDAY PARTIES

COURTESY
INTEGRITY
PERSEVERANCE
SELF CONTROL
INDOMITABLE SPIRIT
CONSENTRATION
COORDINATION
FUN
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1300 4 FAIRIES (1300 432 474)
email: goodfairies@optusnet
website: goodfairies.com.au
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Shop 14/19 Warehouse Road
Southport, Qld, 4215
Email: admin@kwondoworkz.com.au

(07) 5571 1999 www.kwondoworkz.com.au
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Memorable sayings from
childhood that ring true today
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We want to hear from you – the warnings, the
truisms, the encouragement and wisdom your mum,
grandma, aunty or your dad or pop, drummed in to
you. Advice that keeps you going in hard times, buoys
your spirits when you're down or you find yourself
saying to your own kids.
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Win

a months supply of
Royal Bean Coffee
Email us at editor@coastkidsgc.com.au
with your pearls of wisdom. The best one
each month, as voted by the CK team,
will win this awesome coffee offer.
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Coast Kids GC Directory
mRs red’s Art ROom
The BesT in ParTy
enTerTainmenT
JusT GoT BeTTer…

amazinG ParTies
for aLL aGes
Junior Disco ParTies
face PainTinG ParTies
many DifferenT Themes

www.djelektra.com.au
Ph 0401 399 00o

Art for everyone!
School aged art classes
Art birthday parties
School holiday program

Cheers to Art! - launching in
July, step-by-step canvas
workshops, BYO beverages and
nibbles, day/night workshops.
0412 026 207

mrsredsartroom.com.au

LOSE
YOUR FAT

call for
a FREE
trial

.... a creative space

Little Rugby now on the
Gold Coast for children
aged 2 1/2 to 5 years
launching at various locations
Phone: 07 5535 8640 or email
goldcoast@littlerugby.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/
LittleRugbyGoldCoast

(Rabbit + Cocoon) 21 Avalon Pde, MIAMI...

$10
0O

FF *

• Liposuction
• Lipo Laser
• Non Surgical Lipo
• Ultrasound Cavitation
ation

FREE CONSULTATIONS

SEE THE EXPERTS WE DO IT ALL!

Burleigh Heads Stockland Ph: 5535 5170
www.aliveclinics.com.au

Cosmetic Surgery, Beauty & General Health

Custom
Invitations

Sweet ’s
Meleisss&a
Cak
CupCakes

Please join
us for a baby
shower
honoring mum
to be

Lara Smith

Saturday, June

29, 2013 from

54 Marine Drive
Broadbeach
Waters, QLD
Hosted by Sally

10am

Smith

Please RSVP
to Sally by June
0499 940 940
15,
or sallys@hotma 2013 on
il.com
Lara is registered
online:
laraswishlist.
weebly.com

Yummy &
Creative
For all Occasions

Oh and it’s

a “Daddy Day

Care Day!”

Thank

you

NING

N IS TUR

ONE

JACKSO

YOU’RE

SATURDAY

Thank

www.facebook.com/coastsbestcakes

INVITED

JUNE 11

- 10am

AVE
DWATER
22 BROA
T
SOUTHPOR

you

Y - 0412
RSVP SALL

45 123

generic & custom designed invitations
baby showers | parties | weddings | special occasions

Gold Coast
phone: 0416 175 337
www.sweetmelissascakes.com.au

www.sajapa.com.au

sarah@sajapa.com.au | 0439 851 037

No Need to Suffer
From Unsightly Veins!

See the face you love, light up with

before

wendy maley
photography

booky
toda
after

“Boobeedoo” soft sole leather shoes
endorsed by Dr Ben Levy chiropractor,
as being an assett to the development
of young feet.

www.boobeedoo.com

The biggesT range of preloved
baby & Kids goods under one roof

Join us for a fun-filled morning of shopping!

sunday 9th June, 9am-12pm
Carrara Indoor Stadium, Nerang-Broadbeach Rd

www.babykidsmarket.com.au
Tel: 1300 55 44 76

HaVe great legS agaiN
KTP LASER & ADvAncED ULTRASoUnD ScLERoTHERAPy
• Substantial Medicare rebates may apply
• Removes large varicose veins and small spider veins
• After work appointments available

maternity | newborn | kids | families
mention this ad to receive a free print!

wendymaley.com.au

BURLEIGH HEADS
Stockland Ph: 5535 5170

www.aliveclinics.com.au

Beautiful portraits, lasting memories

CK

0411177467

Shella’s
Cushies
located at RabbiT + cocoon creaTiVe Arts Precinct

Performing Arts School
Film and TV TalenT Agency
For TinieS, Tweens and Teens
info@Take3sTudioS.com.au
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TAx, PLAnning & STrATegy
BuSineSS growTH & ProfiT
Personalised handmade pillows for kids
Pillows from $25 plus new clothing designs
ph: (07) 5607 0695
Lvl 1 in the Big B Arcade, 50 James Street, Burleigh Heads.

www.shellascushies.com.au
Ph: 0429 337 371

To advertise contact
advertising@coastkidsgc.com.au
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